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ABSTRACT
This is the first of a series of papers presenting the Modules for Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics (MESA)
Isochrones and Stellar Tracks (MIST) project, a new comprehensive set of stellar evolutionary tracks and
isochrones computed using MESA, a state-of-the-art open-source 1D stellar evolution package. In this work,
we present models with solar-scaled abundance ratios covering a wide range of ages (5≤ log(Age) [yr]≤ 10.3),
masses (0.1 ≤ M/M ≤ 300), and metallicities (−2.0 ≤ [Z/H] ≤ 0.5). The models are self-consistently and
continuously evolved from the pre-main sequence (PMS) to the end of hydrogen burning, the white dwarf
cooling sequence, or the end of carbon burning, depending on the initial mass. We also provide a grid of
models evolved from the PMS to the end of core helium burning for −4.0 ≤ [Z/H] < −2.0. We showcase
extensive comparisons with observational constraints as well as with some of the most widely used existing
models in the literature. The evolutionary tracks and isochrones can be downloaded from the project website
at http://waps.cfa.harvard.edu/MIST/.
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21. INTRODUCTION
Stars are ubiquitous objects. Individually, they are both
hosts to rich exoplanet systems and progenitors of some of
the most spectacular transients in the distant Universe. As an
ensemble, they are both cosmic engines that transformed the
state of the early Universe as well as fossils bearing clues of
galaxy formation and evolution. The interpretation of these
systems and phenomena hinges on our understanding of stel-
lar physics and well-calibrated stellar evolution models across
a wide range of masses, metallicities, and evolutionary states.
Decades since the golden era of stellar astrophysics (e.g.,
Burbidge et al. 1957; Böhm-Vitense 1958; Schwarzschild
1958; Henyey et al. 1964; Paczyn´ski 1970), the field has en-
joyed a renaissance in recent years, largely due to technologi-
cal advances in both computing and observational astronomy.
Improvements in computers and numerical algorithms have
resulted in a tremendous speedup in solving the nonlinear,
coupled differential equations of stellar structure and evolu-
tion. Another important factor was the availability of increas-
ingly precise tabulated opacities, nuclear reaction rates, and
equations of state. Accordingly, a large number of stellar
evolution models have been published to tackle a wide va-
riety of problems in astrophysics. Studies of old, low-mass
stellar populations in globular clusters and quiescent galax-
ies have relied on models such as BaSTI (Pietrinferni et al.
2004), DSEP (Dartmouth; Dotter et al. 2008), GARSTEC
(Weiss & Schlattl 2008), Lyon (Baraffe et al. 1998, 2003,
2015), Padova/PARSEC (Girardi et al. 2002; Marigo et al.
2008; Bressan et al. 2012), Y2 (Yi et al. 2001; Kim et al.
2002; Yi et al. 2003; Demarque et al. 2004), Victoria-Regina
(VandenBerg et al. 2006), and more. On the other hand, stud-
ies of young, massive stellar populations in clusters and star-
forming environments have made use of e.g., Geneva (Ek-
ström et al. 2012; Georgy et al. 2013), STARS (Eggleton
1971; Pols et al. 1995; Eldridge & Tout 2004), and STERN
(Brott et al. 2011a; Köhler et al. 2015) stellar evolution mod-
els.
On the observational front, large quantities of precise data
from recent and ongoing space- and ground-based programs
have initiated an explosive growth in fields such as asteroseis-
mology (e.g., CoRoT; Baglin et al. 2006, Kepler; Gilliland
et al. 2010), time-domain astronomy (e.g., Palomar Tran-
sient Factory; Law et al. 2009, Pan-STARRS; Kaiser et al.
2010), galactic archaeology (e.g., APOGEE; Zasowski et al.
2013, GALAH; De Silva et al. 2015), and resolved stellar pop-
ulations (e.g., the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) program
PHAT; Dalcanton et al. 2012). Moreover, future surveys, e.g.,
LSST (Ivezic et al. 2008), and next-generation observatories
such as JWST and Gaia will provide an unprecedented volume
of high-quality data whose analysis demands uniform models
covering all relevant phases of stellar evolution.
In order to fully exploit these new and upcoming datasets,
we have set out to construct stellar evolution models within
a single, self-consistent framework using Modules for Exper-
iments in Stellar Astrophysics (MESA; Paxton et al. 2011,
2013, 2015), a popular open-source 1D stellar evolution pack-
age.4 MESA is well-suited for this purpose due to its flexible
architecture and its capability to self-consistently model the
evolution of different types of stars to advanced evolution-
ary stages in a single continuous calculation. Furthermore, its
4 There exists another database of isochrones computed also using MESA.
See Zhang et al. (2013) for more details.
thread-safe design enables parallel computing, which greatly
reduces the computation time and makes the large-scale pro-
duction of models feasible.
This is the first of a series of papers presenting MESA
Isochrones and Stellar Tracks (MIST), a new set of stellar
evolutionary tracks and isochrones. In this paper, we present
models with solar-scaled abundances covering a wide range
of ages, masses, phases, and metallicities computed within a
single framework. We will subsequently present models with
non-scaled-solar abundances, including e.g., alpha-enhanced,
carbon-enhanced metal-poor, and CNONa-enhanced for mod-
eling globular clusters, in Paper II.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an
overview of MESA, focusing on the high-level architecture of
the code and its time step and spatial mesh controls. Section 3
reviews the treatment of the relevant physical processes as im-
plemented in a 1D framework, all of which is summarized in
Table 1. Calibration of the model against the properties of
the Sun is discussed in Section 4, and a short overview of the
model outputs, the method for constructing isochrones, and
the treatment of bolometric corrections is presented in Sec-
tion 5. Section 6 presents an overview of the properties of the
models, and Section 7 features comparisons with some of the
most widely used existing databases. Sections 8 and 9 sepa-
rately present comparisons with data for low-mass (. 10 M)
and high-mass stars (& 10 M). Finally, Section 10 concludes
the paper with a discussion of caveats and future work.
We define some conventions and assumptions adopted in
the paper. We use Mi throughout to refer to the initial stel-
lar mass of a model. Both Z and [Z/H] are used to refer
to metallicities, where Z is the metal mass fraction. For the
models presented in this paper, [Z/H] = [Fe/H] since we
adopt solar-scaled abundances. The [Z/H] notation assumes
the Asplund et al. (2009) protosolar birth cloud bulk metallic-
ity, not the current photospheric metallicity, as the reference
value (see 3.1 for more details). Magnitudes are quoted in the
Vega system unless noted otherwise. Where necessary, we
adopt a Kroupa initial mass function (IMF) (Kroupa 2001).
Lastly, in accordance with the XXIXth IAU resolutions B2 and
B3,5 we adopt the following two conventions. First, we use
the following nominal values to express stellar properties in
solar units: M = 1.988× 1033 g, L = 3.828× 1033 erg s−1,
R = 6.957× 1010 cm, and Teff, = 5772 K. Formally, the
IAU published these values in SI units, but we report them in
cgs units here to be consistent with the convention adopted
in this work. Second, the zero point of the absolute bolomet-
ric magnitude scale is set by enforcing that Mbol = 0, which
corresponds exactly to L◦ = 3.0128× 1035 erg s−1. This zero
point was chosen such that the nominal solar luminosity L
has an Mbol, = 4.74 mag, a value commonly adopted in the
literature.
2. THE MESA CODE
MESA6 is an open-source stellar evolution package that
is undergoing active development with a large user base
worldwide (Paxton et al. 2011, 2013, 2015). Its 1D stel-
lar evolution module, MESAstar, has been thoroughly tested
against existing stellar evolution codes and databases, includ-
ing BaSTI/FRANEC (Pietrinferni et al. 2004), DSEP (Dart-
mouth; Dotter et al. 2008), EVOL (Blöcker 1995; Herwig
5 http://astronomy2015.org/sites/default/files/IAU_XXIX_GA_Final_Resolutions_B1-
B4.pdf
6 http://mesa.sourceforge.net/
32004; Herwig & Austin 2004), GARSTEC (Weiss & Schlattl
2008), Lyon (Baraffe et al. 1998, 2003, 2015), KEPLER
(Heger et al. 2005), and STERN (Petrovic et al. 2005; Yoon
& Langer 2005; Brott et al. 2011a). Its highly modular and
therefore flexible infrastructure combined with its robust nu-
merical methods enable its application to a wide range of
problems in computational stellar astrophysics, from astero-
seismology to helium core flash in low-mass stars, as well as
the evolution of giant planets, accreting white dwarfs (WD),
and binary stars.
MESAstar simultaneously solves the fully coupled La-
grangian structure and composition equations using a
Newton-Raphson solver. The required numerics (e.g., ma-
trix algebra, interpolation) and input physics (e.g., opacity,
mass loss) are organized into individual thread-safe “mod-
ules,” each of which is an independently functional unit that
generates, tests, and exports a library to the general MESA
libraries directory. This modular structure is unique among
stellar evolution programs. One of its main advantages is that
experimentation with different available physics or even im-
plementation of new physics is easy and straightforward. The
user input is given at runtime via the inlist file, which con-
tains the user’s choice for parameters for input physics, time
step, mesh, and output options. The run_star_extras.f
file, a Fortran module that is compiled at runtime, allows the
user to introduce new routines that hook into the source codes
in order to adapt MESA to the problem of interest. Examples
include the introduction of new physics routines, modification
of model outputs, and customization of time step adjustments.
Here we provide an overview of some of the features in
MESAstar, namely its time step controls, adaptive mesh re-
finement, and parallelization. We refer the reader to Paxton
et al. (2011, 2013, 2015) for more detailed information.
Choosing an appropriate time step throughout various
stages of stellar evolution is critical to the accurate evolution
of a model. It must be both sufficiently small to allow conver-
gence and sufficiently large to carry out evolution calculations
in a reasonable amount of time. In MESA, a new time step is
first proposed using a scheme based on digital control theory
(Söderlind & Wang 2006). Next, the proposed time step un-
dergoes a series of tests to check if the hypothetical changes to
various properties of the model (e.g., nuclear burning rate, lu-
minosity, central density) in a single time step are adequately
small, as excessively large changes can lead to convergence
or accuracy issues in subsequent evolution.
At the beginning of each evolution step, MESAstar checks
whether or not a spatial mesh adjustment is necessary. Sim-
ilar to time step controls, there is a trade-off between hav-
ing sufficiently small cells to properly resolve physical pro-
cesses locally while avoiding an unnecessarily fine grid that
is computationally expensive. Remeshing involves the split-
ting and merging of cells, and each remesh plan aims to min-
imize the number of cells affected in order to reduce numer-
ical diffusion and improve convergence. At the same time,
the remesh plan must meet the criteria for the tolerated cell-
to-cell changes in relevant variables, which are specifiable by
the user in addition to the basic variables, e.g., mass, radius,
and pressure. For instance, cells near a convective boundary
might be split in order to better resolve its location, while cells
well within the convective zone might be merged if they are
sufficiently similar in, e.g., composition and temperature. We
refer the reader to the appendix for temporal and spatial con-
vergence tests.
MESA is optimized for parallelization and uses OpenMP7
to carry out computations in parallel. Since Paxton et al.
(2011), MESA’s performance has been greatly improved
mainly due to the implementation of a new linear al-
gebra solver—the single-most computationally expensive
component—that is compatible with multicore processing.
As demonstrated in Figure 48 of Paxton et al. (2013), many
key components of MESAstar, such as the linear algebra
solver and the evaluation of the nuclear reaction network,
closely obey the ideal scaling law.
For this work, we use MESA version v7503 compiled with
GNU Fortran version 4.9.3 installed as part of the MESA
SDK version 245.8
3. ADOPTED PHYSICS
In this section we review the relevant physics adopted in the
models and their implementation in MESA. Readers who are
interested in the most salient points can skip to Table 1, which
presents a summary of the adopted physics. For the effects of
varying some key physics ingredients, see Section 6.2.
3.1. Abundances
The accurate determination of solar abundances has been
an ongoing effort for decades. Within the last decade, there
has been a systematic downward revision of the solar metal-
licity from Z∼ 0.02 (e.g., Anders & Grevesse 1989) to Z.
0.015 (e.g., Asplund et al. 2009; Lodders et al. 2009; Caffau
et al. 2011). Recently, the abundances of C, N, O, and Ne
have experienced dramatic revisions as a collective result of
improved atomic and molecular linelists and the introduction
of 3D non-local thermodynamic equilibrium (NLTE) hydro-
dynamical modeling techniques (see Asplund et al. 2009 for
a review). In this paper, we adopt the protosolar abundances
recommended by Asplund et al. (2009) as the reference scale
for all metallicities, unless noted otherwise. In other words,
[Z/H] is computed with respect to Z = Z, protosolar = 0.0142,
not Z = Z, photosphere = 0.0134. The difference between the
two is a consequence of diffusion of heavy elements out of
the photosphere over time. We emphasize that this is not
an attempt to redefine Z, photosphere—the current photospheric
abundances are determined by spectroscopy—but rather to
clarify what a “solar metallicity model” entails.
To compute X andY for an arbitrary Z, we use the following
formulae:
Yp = 0.249 (1)
Y =Yp +
(
Y, protosolar −Yp
Z, protosolar
)
Z (2)
X = 1−Y −Z . (3)
This approach adopts a primordial helium abundance Yp =
0.249 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2015) determined by com-
bining the Planck power spectra, Planck lensing, and a num-
ber of “external data” such as baryonic acoustic oscillations.
In the above equations, we assume a linear enrichment law
to the protosolar helium abundance, Y, protosolar = 0.2703 (As-
plund et al. 2009), such that ∆Y/∆Z = 1.5. Once Y is com-
puted for a desired value of Z, X is trivial to compute. We
assume the isotopic ratios 2H/1H = 2× 10−5 and 3He/4He =
1.66×10−4 from Asplund et al. (2009).
7 http://openmp.org/wp/
8 http://www.astro.wisc.edu/ townsend/static.php?ref=mesasdk
4Table 1 Summary of the Adopted Physics.
Ingredient Adopted Prescriptions and Parameters Section Reference
Solar Abundance Scale X = 0.7154, Y = 0.2703, Z = 0.0142 3.1 Asplund et al. (2009)
Equation of State OPAL+SCVH+MacDonald+HELM+PC 3.2.1 Rogers & Nayfonov (2002);
Saumon et al. (1995);
MacDonald & Mullan (2012)
Opacity OPAL Type I for logT & 4; Ferguson for logT . 4; 3.2.2 Iglesias & Rogers (1993, 1996);
Type I→ Type II at the end of H burning Ferguson et al. (2005)
Reaction Rates JINA REACLIB 3.2.3 Cyburt et al. (2010)
Boundary Conditions ATLAS12; τ = 100 tables + photosphere tables + gray atmosphere 3.3 Kurucz (1970), Kurucz (1993)
Diffusion Track five “classes” of species; MS only 3.4 Thoul et al. (1994);
Paquette et al. (1986)
Radiation Turbulence DRT = 1 3.4 Morel & Thévenin (2002)
Rotation solid-body rotation at ZAMS with vZAMS/vcrit = ΩZAMS/Ωcrit = 0.4 3.5 Paxton et al. (2013)
Convection: Ledoux + MLT αMLT = 1.82, ν = 1/3, y = 8 3.6.1 Henyey et al. (1965)
Overshoot time-dependent, diffusive, fov, core = 0.0160, fov, env = fov, sh = 0.0174 3.6.2 Herwig (2000)
Semiconvection αsc = 0.1 3.6.3 Langer et al. (1983)
Thermohaline αth = 666 3.6.3 Ulrich (1972);
Kippenhahn et al. (1980)
Rotational Mixing Include SH, ES, GSF, SSI, and DSI with fµ = 0.05 and fc = 1/30 3.6.4 Heger et al. (2000)
Magnetic Effects Not currently implemented 3.6.5
Mass Loss: Low Mass Stars ηR = 0.1 for the RGB 3.7.1 Reimers (1975)
ηB = 0.2 for the AGB Blöcker (1995)
Mass Loss: High Mass Stars ηDutch = 1.0 3.7.2 Vink et al. (2000, 2001)
a combination of wind prescriptions for hot and cool stars Nugis & Lamers (2000)
and a separate WR wind prescription de Jager et al. (1988)
Mass Loss: Rotational ξ = 0.43, boost factor capped at 104, M˙max = 10−3 M yr−1 3.7.3 Langer (1998)
3.2. Microphysics
3.2.1. Equation of State (EOS)
The EOS tables in MESA are based on the OPAL EOS ta-
bles (Rogers & Nayfonov 2002), which smoothly transition
to the SCVH tables (Saumon et al. 1995) at lower tempera-
tures and densities. The extended MESA EOS tables cover
X = 0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8, and 1.0, and Z = 0.0,0.02, and 0.04.
At higher metallicities, MESA switches to the MacDonald
EOS tables (MacDonald & Mullan 2012) for Z = 0.2 and
1.0, which, unlike the HELM EOS tables (Timmes & Swesty
2000) used in the earlier versions of MESA, allow for par-
tially ionized species. The HELM and PC tables (Potekhin
& Chabrier 2010) are used at temperatures and densities out-
side the range covered by the OPAL + SCVH + MacDonald
tables, and assume full ionization. The EOS tables in MESA
also cover the late stages of WD cooling, during which the
ions in the core crystallize, although the current MIST mod-
els do not reach such conditions. The low-mass models are
evolved until Γ, the central plasma interaction parameter or
Coulomb coupling parameter, reaches 20 (see Section 5.1),
and crystallization occurs at Γ≈ 175 for pure oxygen.
3.2.2. Opacities
MESA divides the radiative opacity tables into two temper-
ature regimes, high (logT & 4) and low (logT . 4), and treats
them separately. This system allows for the user to choose,
for the low temperature opacities, between either Ferguson
et al. (2005) or Freedman et al. (2008) with updates to ammo-
nia opacity from Yurchenko et al. (2011) and the pressure-
induced opacity for molecular hydrogen from Frommhold
et al. (2010). The high temperature opacity tables come from
either OPAL (Iglesias & Rogers 1993, 1996) or OP (Seaton
2005). The OPAL tables are split into two types, Type I and
Type II: Type I tables are used for 0.0 ≤ X ≤ 1.0 − Z and
0.0 ≤ Z ≤ 0.1 for a fixed abundance pattern; Type II tables
are optionally available which allow for enhanced carbon and
oxygen abundances in addition to those already accounted for
in Z, covering 0.0≤X ≤ 0.7 and 0.0≤ Z≤ 0.1. Type II opaci-
ties are particularly important for helium burning and beyond.
The electron conduction opacity tables are originally based
on Cassisi et al. (2007), but they have been extended to cover
temperatures up to 1010 K and densities up to 1011.5 g cm−3
(Paxton et al. 2013).
We use the Ferguson et al. (2005) low temperature tables
and the OPAL Type I tables, then gradually switch to the
OPAL Type II opacities starting at the end of hydrogen burn-
ing, smoothly interpolating between X < 10−3 and X < 10−6.
Note that we use the Asplund et al. (2009) protosolar mix-
ture where available to be consistent with our choice of the
solar abundance scale, but the opacity tables implemented in
MESA were computed for the Asplund et al. (2009) photo-
spheric abundances.
3.2.3. Nuclear Network
We import the nuclear reaction rates directly from the
JINA REACLIB database,9 a compilation of the latest reac-
tion rates in the literature (Cyburt et al. 2010). For exam-
ple, the 15N(p,α)12C reaction rate comes from Angulo et al.
(1999), while the triple-α reaction rate comes from Fynbo
et al. (2005). We use the JINA reaction rates for p–p chains,
cold and hot CNO cycles, triple-α process, α-capture up to
32S, Ne–Na and Mg–Al cycles, and C/O burning. We adopt
the mesa_49.net nuclear network in MESA.
The nuclear network tracks and solves for the abundances
of the following 52 species: n, 1H, 2H, 3He, 4He, 7Li, 7Be,
9Be, 10Be, 8B, 12C, 13C, 13N, 14N, 15N, 14O, 15O, 16O, 17O,
18O, 17F, 18F, 19F, 18Ne, 19Ne, 20Ne, 21Ne, 22Ne, 21Na, 22Na,
23Na, 24Na, 23Mg, 24Mg, 25Mg, 26Mg, 25Al, 26Al, 27Al, 27Si,
28Si, 29Si, 30Si, 30P, 31P, 31S, 32S, 33S, 34S, 40Ca, 48Ti, 56Fe.
The three heaviest elements 40Ca, 48Ti, and 56Fe are our mod-
ifications to the default mesa_49.net network and are inert
9 10/2015; https://groups.nscl.msu.edu/jina/reaclib/db/
5species—they do not participate in any nuclear reactions—
that are thus only affected by mixing and diffusion processes.
Electron screening is included for both the weak and strong
regimes. We use the default option in MESA which computes
the screening factors by extending the classic Graboske et al.
(1973) method with that of Alastuey & Jancovici (1978), and
adopting plasma parameters from Itoh et al. (1979) for strong
screening.10
3.3. Boundary Conditions
The pressure and temperature in the outermost cell of a stel-
lar model calculation must be specified as a set of boundary
conditions in addition to the trivial boundary conditions at the
center of the star. There is a multitude of options that ranges
from simple analytic approximations to tables based on full
atmospheric structure models.
The simplest choice, simple_photosphere, uses the Ed-
dington T (τ ) relation to obtain T :
T 4(τ ) =
3
4
T 4eff
(
τ +
2
3
)
, (4)
where Teff is calculated directly from the MESA interior
model. Similarly, P is computed as follows:
P =
τg
κ
[
1+P0
κ
τ
L
M
1
6picG
]
. (5)
The second term in the square brackets accounts for the
nonzero radiation pressure (e.g., Cox 1968) which can be sig-
nificant in high-mass stars. P0 is a dimensionless factor of
order unity used to scale up the radiation pressure in order
to help convergence in massive stars and post asymptotic gi-
ant branch (post-AGB) stars radiating close to or at super-
Eddington luminosities. We adopt P0 = 2 for this work.
In most cases, the simple_photosphere option is a poor
choice as there is no guarantee that κ and P from the interior
model are consistent according to Equation 5, assumed to be
the correct relation at the stellar surface. For this work, we
adopt realistic model atmospheres as the outer boundary con-
ditions for most locations in the Hertzsprung–Russell (HR)
diagram. We have computed a new grid of 1D plane-parallel
atmosphere models specifically for this project using the AT-
LAS12 code (Kurucz 1970, 1993). The atmospheres are com-
puted to a Rosseland optical depth of 103 with αMLT = 1.25
following the implementation of convection as outlined in
Castelli et al. (1997).11 We employed the latest atomic and
molecular line lists from R. Kurucz, including molecules im-
portant for cool stars such as TiO and H2O. Individual mod-
els are calculated for log(g) = 0 to 5 and Teff = 2500 K to
50,000 K for [Z/H] = −7.0 to +0.5 on the Asplund et al.
(2009) abundance scale. Beyond these limits the tables have
been smoothly extrapolated to encompass all possible loca-
tions of the stellar tracks. This is a satisfactory solution since
the few phases that fall into these extrapolated regimes (e.g.,
post-AGB) are typically very short-lived.
With model atmosphere tables in hand, one is left to choose
where (in terms of Rosseland depth) to use the tables as
boundary conditions for the models. The standard conven-
tion, which we adopt for most stars, is the photosphere, i.e.,
10 http://cococubed.asu.edu/code_pages/codes.shtml
11 Note that this value of αMLT adopted for the model atmosphere cannot
be directly compared to αMLT adopted for the stellar interior in Section 3.6.1
due to differences in the details of the implementation of convection.
where T = Teff. However, for cooler dwarfs a more sensible
choice is to set the boundary condition deeper in the atmo-
sphere, i.e., τ = 100. This option will result in more realistic
models for cool low-mass stars whose atmospheres are heav-
ily influenced by molecules that are not included in the MESA
interior model calculations. This issue is less critical for the
cool giants because the structure of these stars is overall less
sensitive to the boundary condition (i.e., the pressure at the
photosphere for giants is much closer to zero than for dwarfs).
We refer the reader to Section 6.2 for additional discussion on
this topic.
For our grid of models, the tau_100_tables op-
tion is used for 0.1–0.3 M, photosphere_tables is
used for 0.6–10 M, and simple_photosphere is used
for 16–300 M. To facilitate a smooth transition be-
tween different regimes, we run both tau_100_tables
and photosphere_tables for 0.3–0.6 M and
photosphere_tables and simple_photosphere
for 10–16 M. The tracks in this transition region are then
blended (see Section 5.2 for more details). At the highest
masses, simple_photosphere is a sufficient approximation
due to the flattening of opacity as a function of temperature
for Teff & 104 K.
3.4. Diffusion
Microscopic diffusion and gravitational settling of elements
are essential ingredients in stellar evolution models of low-
mass stars, leading to a modification to the surface abun-
dances and main sequence (MS) lifetimes, as well as a shift
in the evolutionary tracks toward lower luminosities and tem-
peratures in the HR diagram (e.g., Michaud et al. 1984; Morel
& Baglin 1999; Salaris et al. 2000; Chaboyer et al. 2001;
Bressan et al. 2012). Calculations of diffusion and gravi-
tational settling are implemented in MESA following Thoul
et al. (1994). All species are categorized into one of five
“classes” according to their atomic masses, each of which has
a representative member whose properties are used to esti-
mate the diffusion velocities. MESA’s default set of represen-
tative members for the five classes are 1H, 3He, 4He, 16O, and
56Fe. Atomic diffusion coefficients are calculated according
to Paquette et al. (1986): the representative ionic charge for
each class is estimated as a function of T , ρ, and free elec-
trons per nucleon, while the diffusion velocity of the repre-
sentative member is adopted. The diffusion equation is then
solved using the total mass fraction within each class.
However, the inclusion of microscopic diffusion alone can-
not reproduce observations of surface abundances in the
Hyades open cluster and OB associations including the Orion
association (e.g., Cunha & Lambert 1994; Varenne & Monier
1999; Daflon et al. 2001). Models with diffusion predict an
over-depletion of helium and metals in the outer envelopes of
stars with Mi > 1.4 M, a problem that appears to worsen with
increasing mass due to a disappearing outer convection zone
and a concomitant steepening of the temperature and pres-
sure gradients (Morel & Thévenin 2002). The solution to this
problem requires additional forces to counteract gravity. Ra-
diative levitation (Vauclair 1983; Hu et al. 2011) can help to
reduce the gravitational settling of highly charged elements,
such as iron, via radiation pressure. However, it is thought
to be mostly important in hot, luminous massive MS stars or
helium-burning stars (e.g., hot subdwarf stars; Fontaine et al.
2008), and to have only a modest effect for solar-type stars
(e.g., Alecian et al. 1993; Turcotte et al. 1998). We employ
6radiation turbulence (Morel & Thévenin 2002) to reduce the
efficiency of diffusion in hot stars, though there exist other ex-
planations for the observed surface abundances, including tur-
bulent mixing due to differential rotation (e.g., Richard et al.
1996). We adopt the radiative diffusivity parameter DRT = 1,
which relates the strength of radiative diffusivity (the deposi-
tion of photon momentum into the fluid, resulting in radiative
mixing) to the kinematic radiative viscosity.
Since the effects of elemental diffusion are most signifi-
cant in the absence of more efficient mixing processes, such
as convection, diffusion is neglected for fully convective MS
stars in the MIST models. Additionally, diffusion is expected
to play a reduced role in massive stars and during some post-
MS phases (which are also associated with large convective
envelopes) for which the evolutionary timescales are compa-
rable to or much shorter than the timescale for diffusion and
gravitational settling (e.g., Turcotte et al. 1998). Thus the ef-
fects of microscopic diffusion are considered only for the MS
evolution. However, it may have a notable impact on both the
atmospheres and interiors of cooling WDs by modifying the
surface abundances and lengthening cooling times through the
release of gravitational energy. The Thoul et al. (1994) for-
malism, which assumes isolated interactions between two par-
ticles at a time, breaks down in the regime of strongly coupled
plasmas. This is a particularly relevant issue for the interiors
of cooling WDs, and there is ongoing effort in MESA to up-
date the diffusion implementation to account for this. The in-
clusion of diffusion during the post-MS evolution, especially
the WD cooling phase, is one of the priorities for Paper II.
To summarize, the implementation of diffusion is limited
to MS stars above the fully convective limit for which it is
most effective in terms of both the relevant timescales and the
relative importance compared to other mixing processes.
3.5. Rotation
The effect of rotation on stellar models has been studied for
decades (e.g., Strittmatter 1969; Fricke & Kippenhahn 1972;
Tassoul 1978; Zahn 1983; Pinsonneault 1997; Heger et al.
2000; Maeder & Meynet 2000; Palacios et al. 2003; Talon &
Charbonnel 2005; Denissenkov & Pinsonneault 2007; Hunter
et al. 2007; Chieffi & Limongi 2013; Cantiello et al. 2014),
but it remains as one of the most challenging and uncertain
problems in stellar astrophysics. Rotation is particularly im-
portant for massive stars, as rotationally induced instabilities,
combined with the non-negligible effects of radiation pres-
sure, can significantly alter their evolution (e.g., Heger et al.
2000; Meynet & Maeder 2000; Hirschi et al. 2004; Woosley
& Heger 2006; Yoon et al. 2006; de Mink et al. 2010; Georgy
et al. 2012; Langer 2012; Köhler et al. 2015). Although the
overall importance of rotation in models—lifetimes, surface
abundances, evolutionary fates, to name a few—has been ex-
plored, the details are not yet fully understood.
Rotation is inherently a 3D process, but the so-called “shel-
lular approximation” allows stellar structure equations to be
solved in 1D (Kippenhahn & Thomas 1970; Endal & Sofia
1976; Meynet & Maeder 1997; Heger et al. 2000; Paxton
et al. 2013). This approximation is valid in the regime where
strong anisotropic turbulence arises from differential rotation
and smears out both chemical composition and velocity gra-
dients along isobars (Zahn 1992; Meynet & Maeder 1997).
As a result, the standard stellar structure equations are simply
modified by centrifugal acceleration terms in the presence of
rotation. More details on the implementation of rotation in
MESA can be found in Paxton et al. (2013).
Our models are available in two varieties, with and without
rotation. All rotating models are initialized with solid body
rotation on the zero age main sequence (ZAMS), which is the
standard choice in stellar evolution codes (Pinsonneault et al.
1989; Heger et al. 2000; Eggenberger et al. 2008). As dis-
cussed extensively in Heger et al. (2000), pre-main sequence
(PMS) stars achieve rigid rotation due to convection, and once
they settle onto ZAMS, they establish close-to-rigid rotation
mainly via Eddington–Sweet (ES) circulation and Goldreich–
Schubert–Fricke (GSF) instability. However, it is worth not-
ing that there are important exceptions. First, this rigid ro-
tation approximation fails in the solar convection zone as in-
ferred from helioseismology observations (e.g., Brown et al.
1989). Second, current detailed evolutionary models (e.g.,
Bouvier 2008; Gallet & Bouvier 2013) suggest that low-mass
stars (. 1.2 M), particularly those with slow and moder-
ate rotation rates, have strong differential rotation profiles at
ZAMS.
Currently, surface magnetic fields are not included in
MESA calculations, which can couple to mass loss and give
rise to magnetic braking (e.g., Weber & Davis 1967; Mes-
tel 1968; ud-Doula & Owocki 2002; Meynet et al. 2011), a
mechanism for winding down surface rotation over time in
stars with appreciable convective envelopes (Kraft 1967; see
also Section 3.6.5).
Since magnetic braking is not presently modeled in MIST,
we do not include rotation for stars with Mi ≤ 1.2 M in order
to reproduce the slow rotation rate observed in the Sun and
in other low-mass stars. Over the mass range 1.2–1.8 M,
the rotation rate is gradually ramped up from 0 to the maxi-
mum value of vZAMS/vcrit =ΩZAMS/Ωcrit = 0.4, where vcrit and
Ωcrit are critical surface linear and angular velocities, respec-
tively (See Equation 22). This rotation rate, also adopted in
the Geneva models (Ekström et al. 2012),12 is motivated by
both recent observations of young B stars (Huang et al. 2010)
and theoretical work on rotation rates in massive stars (Rosen
et al. 2012). A comparison with observed rotation rates of
both MS and evolved stars in the mass range 1.2–1.5 M
(Wolff & Simon 1997; Canto Martins et al. 2011) reveals that
our ramping scheme produces velocities that are reasonable
(∼ 10–25 km s−1 during the main sequence for 1.3–1.35 M)
even in the absence of magnetic braking.
Chemical mixing and angular momentum transport due
to rotationally induced instabilities are discussed in Sec-
tion 3.6.4, and rotationally enhanced mass loss is discussed
in Section 3.7.3.
3.6. Mixing Processes
3.6.1. Convection
Mixing Length Theory (MLT), whose modern implemen-
tation in stellar evolution codes was pioneered by Böhm-
Vitense (1958), describes the convective transport of energy
in the stellar interior. There is a vexing yet crucial free pa-
rameter of order unity, αMLT, that determines how far a fluid
parcel travels before it dissolves into the background, lMLT, in
units of the local pressure scale height, HP (lMLT = αMLTHP).
In other words, it parametrizes how efficient convection is,
because a large αMLT means that the parcel travels a large dis-
tance before it deposits its energy into the ambient medium.
12 Note that vcrit and Ωcrit are defined differently in MESA and in the
Geneva models. In the Geneva models, the equatorial radius is 1.5 times
larger than the polar radius when Ω = Ωcrit but this distinction is not made in
MESA. See Section 2.1 in Georgy et al. (2013) for more details.
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dependent diffusive process with a diffusion coefficient com-
puted within the MLT formalism, which may later be mod-
ified by overshoot mixing across convection boundaries (see
Section 3.6.2). Convective heat flux is computed by solving
the MLT cubic equations to obtain the temperature gradients
(e.g., Equation 42 in Henyey et al. 1965). We adopt the mod-
ified version of MLT from Henyey et al. (1965) instead of the
standard MLT prescription (Cox 1968), as the latter assumes
no radiative losses from fluid elements and is therefore appli-
cable only at high optical depth.13 In addition to αMLT, there
are two free parameters, ν and y, which are multiplicative fac-
tors to the mixing length velocity and the temperature gradient
in the convective element. The latter two parameters are set
to 8 and 1/3, respectively (Henyey et al. 1965). This partic-
ular framework allows for convective efficiency to vary with
the opacity of the convective element, an important effect to
take into account in the layers near the stellar surface. The
empirical calibration of αMLT is discussed in Section 4.1
Classically, the location of the convective region is deter-
mined using the Schwarzschild criterion, which implies that a
region is convectively stable if
∇T <∇ad , (6)
where ∇T is the local background temperature gradient (in
practice, it is set to the radiative temperature gradient ∇rad)
and ∇ad is the adiabatic temperature gradient. Alternatively,
the Schwarzschild criterion can be replaced by the Ledoux
criterion, which also takes into account the composition gra-
dient,∇µ. In this case, a region is convectively stable if
∇T <∇L (7)
∇L≡∇ad − χµ
χT
∇µ (8)
χµ≡
[
∂ ln(P)
∂ ln(µ)
]
ρ,T
(9)
χT ≡
[
∂ ln(P)
∂ ln(T )
]
ρ,µ
, (10)
where the thermodynamic derivatives χµ and χT are equal to
−1 and 1 for an ideal gas, respectively. We adopt the Ledoux
criterion for convection in our models to account for the com-
position effects in the stellar interiors.
3.6.2. Overshoot Mixing
Rather unsurprisingly, the MLT framework, which relies
on a 1D diffusive model in place of a full 3D hydrodynami-
cal treatment, offers an incomplete description of convection.
To model the mixing occurring at convective boundaries, also
known as overshoot mixing, one must turn to yet another set
of parameterizations. Typically, a convective region is ex-
tended beyond the fiducial boundary determined by either the
Schwarzschild or Ledoux criterion in order to account for the
nonzero momentum of the fluid element approaching the edge
of the convective zone as well as its subsequent penetration
into the non-convective region (e.g., Böhm 1963; Shaviv &
Salpeter 1973; Maeder 1975; Roxburgh 1978; Bressan et al.
1981). This overshoot action leads to enhanced mixing and it
13 We note that neither prescription is adequate for treating the radiation
dominated envelopes of very massive stars, for which 1D stellar evolution
calculations must be considered uncertain. See Jiang et al. (2015) for more
details.
can account for both the observed properties of asymptotic gi-
ant branch (AGB) and post-AGB stars (Herwig 2000), the ob-
served MS width (e.g, Schaller et al. 1992), and the main se-
quence turn off (MSTO) morphology in clusters such as M67
(e.g., Magic et al. 2010).
There are two prescriptions for convective overshoot avail-
able in MESA. The first method, which we call step over-
shoot, is to simply extend the fiducial convective boundary by
a fraction, usually ∼ 0.2, of the local pressure scale height.
This instantaneous treatment is often calibrated to fit the ob-
served MSTO of stellar clusters and associations, and is a
commonly adopted scheme in many stellar evolution codes
(e.g., Demarque et al. 2004; Pietrinferni et al. 2004; Dotter
et al. 2008; Brott et al. 2011a; Bressan et al. 2012; Ekström
et al. 2012).
The second method, adopted in the present work, was mo-
tivated by the plume-like nature of convective elements seen
in 2D and 3D radiation hydrodynamic simulations, where co-
herent downward and upward flows were observed rather than
a hierarchy of blob-like eddies (e.g., Freytag et al. 1996).
This led to a picture in which the turbulent velocity field de-
cays exponentially away from the fiducial convective bound-
ary and the convective element eventually disintegrates in the
overshoot region through a diffusion process. Following the
parametrization discussed in Herwig (2000), the resulting dif-
fusion coefficient in the overshoot region is given by
DOV = D0 exp
(
−2z
Hv
)
; Hv = fovHP , (11)
where Hv is the velocity scale height of the overshooting con-
vective elements at the convective boundary, fov is a free
parameter that essentially determines the efficiency of over-
shoot mixing, HP is the local pressure scale height, and D0
is the diffusion coefficient in the unstable region “near” the
convective boundary (more specifically at a depth of f0, ovHP
from the convective boundary). For simplicity, we adopt two
sets of ( fov, f0, ov) values, one for the core and another for
shell/envelope, irrespective of the type of burning taking place
in the overshoot region. For further simplicity, f0, ov is set to
0.5 fov. The temperature gradient in the overshoot region is
assumed to be equal to the radiative gradient as in the step
overshoot approach.
Other models in the literature make use of an additional
parameterization to both avoid a physically unrealistic size
of the overshoot region outside a small convective core as
well as to account for the possibility that convective over-
shoot efficiency is smaller in lower mass stars (Demarque
et al. 2004; Pietrinferni et al. 2004; Dotter et al. 2008; Bres-
san et al. 2012). In the step overshoot formalism where the
size of the convective core is extended by a fraction fov, step
of HP, one could end up with a physically unrealistic situa-
tion where the size of the overshoot region exceeds the size
of the convective core itself. This can occur when the con-
vective core is very small, e.g., for the critical mass around
1.1–1.2 M when the CNO cycle begins to dominate over the
pp-chain and the hydrogen-burning core becomes convective
instead of radiative. Since the convective core boundary is
not far from the center and HP formally diverges as r→ 0, the
size of the overshoot region, fov, stepHP, also diverges. Thus,
to avoid the excessive growth of the convective core for low-
mass MS stars, the common solution is to gradually ramp up
the overshoot efficiency from M1 ∼ 1 M to M2 ∼ 1.7 M,
with no convective overshoot below M1 and maximum effi-
8ciency above M2. These boundary masses vary with metal-
licity due to opacity effects (Demarque et al. 2004; Bressan
et al. 2012). In the exponential overshoot formalism adopted
in this work, we bypass this issue, and thus do not require a
secondary parameterization involving M1 and M2.
We adopt a modest overshoot efficiency fov, core = 0.016 for
the core which is roughly equivalent to fov, step = 0.2 in the step
overshoot scheme (Magic et al. 2010). This value is calibrated
to reproduce the shape of the MSTO in the open cluster M67
(Section 8.3.1). However, it is worth noting that the strength
of core convective overshoot depends on numerous other fac-
tors as well. For instance, Stothers & Chin (1991) explored
the role of opacities in models with core overshoot and found
that the overall increase in radiative opacities from the OPAL
group (Iglesias & Rogers 1991) compared to the older values
from the Los Alamos groups (e.g., Cox & Stewart 1965, 1970)
reduced the overshoot efficiency required to reproduce obser-
vations of intermediate- and high-mass stars. Magic et al.
(2010) studied how variations in the solar abundances (As-
plund et al. 2005 vs. Grevesse & Sauval 1998), element dif-
fusion, overshooting, and nuclear reaction rates influence the
MSTO morphology in M67. The authors concluded that the
appearance of the characteristic MSTO hook (also known as
the “Henyey hook”) depends sensitively on the choice of the
input solar abundances and that the effects of uncertain input
physics on the Henyey hook morphology are degenerate.
We emphasize that the strength of convective overshoot is
calibrated purely empirically: the overshoot efficiency in the
core is constrained by matching the MSTO in M67, and the
overshoot efficiency in the envelope, fov, env, is chosen along
with αMLT during solar calibration (Section 4.1). As noted
in Bressan et al. (2012), envelope overshoot has a negligible
effect on the evolution, e.g., the MS lifetime, though it is be-
lieved to affect the surface abundances of light elements, the
location of the red giant branch (RGB) bump, and the exten-
sion of the blue loops. We also remind the reader that the
overshoot efficiency in shells, e.g., hydrogen-burning shells
during the RGB, is set to fov, env for simplicity.
3.6.3. Semiconvection and Thermohaline Mixing
As noted in Section 3.6.1, we adopt the Ledoux criterion
for convection in our models. Due to the additional composi-
tion gradient term, a region that is formally convectively un-
stable to Schwarzschild criterion may be stable according to
the Ledoux criterion (i.e., a thermally unstable medium with
a stabilizing, positive composition gradient), which leads to
a type of mixing called semiconvection. The importance of
semiconvection on the evolution of massive stars has been
studied for many decades, e.g., during the core helium burn-
ing phase (CHeB) (Stothers & Chin 1975; Langer et al. 1985;
Grossman & Taam 1996). The fraction of a star’s core helium
burning lifetime spent on the Hayashi line relative to that in
the blue part of the HR diagram, in other words the ratio of
red supergiants to blue supergiants, is found to depend sensi-
tively on the inclusion of semiconvection in the model. Ad-
ditionally, the resulting core mass has significant implications
for the supernova progenitors, from their ability to undergo a
successful explosion (e.g., Sukhbold & Woosley 2014) to the
actual nucleosynthetic yields (e.g., Langer et al. 1989; Heger
& Woosley 2002; Rauscher et al. 2002). Semiconvection also
operates in lower-mass stars with convective cores on the MS
and it can have an important effect on the actual size and ap-
pearance of the core (e.g., Faulkner & Cannon 1973; Silva
Aguirre et al. 2011; Paxton et al. 2013).
Alternately, a thermally stable medium may have a nega-
tive, destabilizing composition gradient, which triggers a dif-
ferent type of instability called thermohaline mixing. An in-
verted chemical composition gradient is rare in stars, since
fusion usually occurs inside out and synthesizes lighter ele-
ments into heavier products. This phenomenon can occur due
to mass-transfer in binaries (Stothers & Simon 1969; Stan-
cliffe et al. 2007), off-center ignition in semi-degenerate cores
(Siess 2009), or the 3He(3He,2p)4He reaction taking place
just beyond the hydrogen-burning shell during the RGB, hor-
izontal branch (HB), and AGB (Eggleton et al. 2006; Char-
bonnel & Zahn 2007; Cantiello & Langer 2010; Charbonnel
& Lagarde 2010; Stancliffe 2010). Thermohaline mixing is
thought to be responsible for the modification of surface abun-
dances of RGB stars near the luminosity bump that other-
wise cannot be explained using standard models. However,
more recent work suggests that thermohaline mixing alone
cannot account for the observed surface abundance anomalies
(Denissenkov 2010; Traxler et al. 2011; Wachlin et al. 2011,
2014).
In MESA, semiconvection and thermohaline mixing are
both implemented as time-dependent diffusive processes. The
diffusion coefficient for semiconvection is computed follow-
ing Langer et al. (1983):
Dsc = αsc
(
K
6CPρ
)∇T −∇ad
∇L −∇T , (12)
where K is the radiative conductivity,CP is the specific heat at
constant pressure, and αsc is a dimensionless free-parameter.
Similarly, the diffusion coefficient for thermohaline mixing
is computed following Ulrich (1972) and Kippenhahn et al.
(1980):
Dth = αth
(
3K
2CPρ
) −χµχT ∇µ
∇T −∇ad , (13)
where αth is a dimensionless number that describes the aspect
ratio of the mixing blobs or “fingers” (a large αth corresponds
to slender fingers).
As summarized in Paxton et al. (2013), the range of αsc and
αth adopted by various authors spans several orders of mag-
nitude, partially due to differences in the implementation in
various codes. We adopt αsc = 0.1 though values as small as
0.001 or as large as 1 can be found in the literature (Langer
1991; Yoon et al. 2006). For thermohaline mixing we adopt
αth = 666, as this value has been shown to reproduce the sur-
face abundances anomalies in RGB stars past the luminosity
bump (Charbonnel & Zahn 2007; Cantiello & Langer 2010).
Note however that in the literature αth spans the range 1–1000
(Kippenhahn et al. 1980; Charbonnel & Zahn 2007; Cantiello
& Langer 2010; Stancliffe 2010; Wachlin et al. 2011). There
are ongoing theoretical efforts aimed at eliminating these free
parameters with full 3D simulations (e.g., Traxler et al. 2011;
Brown et al. 2013; Spruit 2013; Wood et al. 2013).
3.6.4. Rotationally Induced Instabilities
In MESA, the transport of both chemicals and angular
momentum arising from rotationally induced instabilities are
treated in a diffusion approximation (Endal & Sofia 1978;
Zahn 1983; Pinsonneault et al. 1989; Heger et al. 2000; Yoon
& Langer 2005) in place of the alternative diffusion-advection
approach (Maeder & Meynet 2000; Meynet & Maeder 2000;
Eggenberger et al. 2008; Potter et al. 2012). The five rota-
tionally induced instabilities included in our models are: dy-
9namical shear instability, secular shear instability, Solberg–
Høiland (SH) instability, ES circulation, and GSF instability
(Heger et al. 2000; Paxton et al. 2013). Of these, ES circu-
lation and shear instabilities have the largest impact on the
evolution of a rotating star. We refer the reader to Heger et al.
(2000) and Maeder & Meynet (2000) for excellent overviews
of these phenomena.
Once the diffusion coefficients for these rotational mixing
processes are computed, they are combined with the diffusion
coefficients for convection, semiconvection, and thermoha-
line. This grand sum enters the angular momentum and abun-
dance diffusion equations solved at each time step. There are
two free parameters in this implementation, first introduced
by Pinsonneault et al. (1989) to model the Sun: fc, a number
between 0 and 1 that represents the ratio of the diffusion co-
efficient to the turbulent viscosity, which scales the efficiency
of composition mixing to that of angular momentum trans-
port; and fµ, a factor that encodes the sensitivity of rotational
mixing to the mean molecular weight gradient, ∇µ. A small
fc corresponds to a process that transports angular momen-
tum more efficiently than it can mix material, and a small fµ
means that rotational mixing is efficient even in the presence
of a stabilizing∇µ. We adopt fc = 1/30 and fµ = 0.05 follow-
ing Pinsonneault et al. (1989), Chaboyer & Zahn (1992), and
Heger et al. (2000). As we demonstrate in Section 9.4, these
parameters produce surface nitrogen enhancements that are in
reasonable agreement with the observations.
3.6.5. Magnetic Effects
There is a growing body of evidence that our understanding
of internal angular momentum transport in stars is not com-
plete. For example, the observed spin rates of WDs and neu-
tron stars (Heger et al. 2005; Suijs et al. 2008) and the angu-
lar velocity profiles inferred from asteroseismic observations
of red giants (Eggenberger et al. 2012; Cantiello et al. 2014)
cannot be reproduced with models that only include rotational
mixing from hydrodynamic instabilities and circulations.
Spruit–Tayler (ST) dynamo is a mechanism for the ampli-
fication of seed magnetic fields in radiative stellar interiors
in the presence of differential rotation (Spruit 2002). Stellar
models including torques from ST dynamo fields can repro-
duce the flat rotation profile in the solar interior (Mestel &
Weiss 1987; Charbonneau & MacGregor 1993; Eggenberger
et al. 2005) and the observed spin rates of WDs and neutron
stars (Heger et al. 2005; Suijs et al. 2008), although they still
cannot explain the slow rotation rates of cores in red giants
(Cantiello et al. 2014). The chemical mixing and the transport
of angular momentum due to internal magnetic fields are not
included in our models, though this is implemented in MESA
following KEPLER (Heger et al. 2005) and STERN (Petrovic
et al. 2005). We note that the very existence of the ST-dynamo
loop is still under debate (Braithwaite 2006; Zahn et al. 2007),
and there are ongoing efforts to understand the role of angu-
lar momentum transport via magnetic fields in radiative stellar
regions (e.g. Rüdiger et al. 2015; Wheeler et al. 2015).
Magnetic fields are also observed near the stellar surface,
which are thought to be either of fossil origin (e.g., Braith-
waite & Spruit 2004) or generated through dynamo operat-
ing in convective zones in the outer layers of low-mass stars
(e.g., Brandenburg & Subramanian 2005). However, as dis-
cussed in Section 3.5, magnetic braking due to the coupling
between winds and surface magnetic fields is not yet included
in MESA.
3.7. Mass Loss
The implementation of mass loss in stellar evolution cal-
culations is based on a number of observationally and theo-
retically motivated prescriptions. It is frequently cited as one
of the most uncertain ingredients in stellar evolution, and is
thought to play a crucial role in the advanced stages of stel-
lar evolution for low-mass stars and in all phases of evolution
for massive stars (see Smith 2014 for a recent review on this
topic). In this section we review our treatment of mass loss
across the HR diagram. We note that the total mass loss rate
is capped at 10−3 M yr−1 in all models to prevent conver-
gence problems.
3.7.1. Low Mass Stars
Mass loss for stars with masses below 10 M is treated via
a combination of the Reimers (1975) prescription for the RGB
and Blöcker (1995) for the AGB. Both mass loss schemes are
based on global stellar properties such as the bolometric lu-
minosity, radius, and mass:
M˙R = 4×10−13ηR (L/L)(R/R)(M/M) M yr
−1 , (14)
M˙B = 4.83×10−9ηB (L/L)
2.7
(M/M)2.1
M˙R
ηR
M yr−1 , (15)
where ηR and ηB are factors of order unity. These free pa-
rameters have been tuned to match numerous observational
constraints, including the initial–final mass relation (IFMR)
(Section 8.2; see also Kalirai et al. 2009), AGB luminos-
ity function (Section 8.5.1; see also Rosenfield et al. 2014),
and asteroseismic constraints from open cluster members in
the Kepler fields (Miglio et al. 2012). The Blöcker (1995)
mass loss scheme was proposed as an alternative to the clas-
sic Reimers (1975) prescription to account for the onset of
the superwind phase found in dynamical simulations of atmo-
spheres of Mira-like variables. However, we emphasize that
these are still empirically motivated recipes and therefore re-
main agnostic on the subject of the actual mechanism driving
the winds (see a review by Willson 2000 for a discussion on,
e.g., dust-driven winds).
For simplicity, we turn on Reimers mass loss at the begin-
ning of the evolution, but a negligible amount of mass loss
occurs throughout the MS (∼ 10−13 M yr−1 for a solar metal-
licity 1 M star). Once core helium is depleted, the mass loss
rate is chosen to be max[M˙R, M˙B] at any given time. We adopt
ηR = 0.1 and ηB = 0.2 in order to reproduce the IFMR (Sec-
tion 8.2) and the AGB luminosity functions in the Magellanic
Clouds (Section 8.5.1).
3.7.2. High Mass Stars
For hot and luminous massive stars, mass loss is thought
to arise from the absorption of ultraviolet photons by metal
ions in the atmosphere, resulting in a preferentially outward
momentum transfer from the absorbed photons to the plasma
(line-driven winds; Lucy & Solomon 1970; Castor et al.
1975). For our models, mass loss for stars above 10 M
uses a combination of radiative wind prescriptions, collec-
tively called the Dutch mass loss scheme in MESA, inspired
by Glebbeek et al. (2009). There is an option for an overall
scaling factor ηDutch analogous to ηR and ηB for the low-mass
stars, but we adopt ηDutch = 1.0. For prescriptions that in-
clude metallicity-scaling, we retain the reference Z adopted
by each author. We expect this difference to have a negligible
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effect relative to the large overall uncertainties in mass loss
prescriptions.
We now describe our mass-loss scheme for high-mass stars
in each region of the HR diagram:
1. For Teff > 1.1×104 K and Xsurf (surface hydrogen mass
fraction) > 0.4, the mass loss prescription from Vink
et al. (2000, 2001) is used, which is appropriate for the
early phases of the evolution prior to the stripping of the
hydrogen-rich envelope. The authors computed mass
loss rates using a Monte Carlo radiative transfer code,
taking into account multiple scatterings and assuming
that the loss of photon energy is coupled to the mo-
mentum gain of the wind. The Vink mass loss rate is
specified by five parameters; M, L, Teff, v∞/vesc, and
Zsurf.
For 2.75×104 < Teff < 5×104 K,
M˙V, hot = 10−6.697× (L/105L)2.194×
(M/30 M)−1.313×
(
v∞/vesc
2.0
)−1.226
×
(Teff/4×104 K)0.933×
10−10.92[log(Teff/4×10
4 K)]2 × (Zsurf/Z)0.85 .
(16)
The ratio of terminal flow velocity to the escape ve-
locity increases with metallicity following v∞/vesc =
2.6(Zsurf/Z)0.13.
For 1.1×104 < Teff < 2.25×104 K,14
M˙V, cool = 10−6.688× (L/105L)2.210×
(M/30 M)−1.339×
(
v∞/vesc
2.0
)−1.601
×
(Teff/4×104 K)1.07× (Zsurf/Z)0.85 ,
(17)
where v∞/vesc = 1.3(Zsurf/Z)0.13.
For 2.25× 104 ≤ Teff ≤ 2.75× 104 K, either M˙V, hot or
M˙V, cool is adopted depending on the exact position of
the so-called bi-stability jump, a phenomenon in which
M˙ increases with decreasing Teff due to the recombina-
tion of metal lines:
Teff, jump = 61.2+2.59log〈ρ〉 , (18)
where 〈ρ〉 corresponds to the characteristic wind den-
sity at 50% of the terminal velocity of the wind. The
successful predictions of the mass loss rates and the bi-
stability jump near Teff ∼ 2.5× 104 K for the Galactic
and SMC O-type stars have made the Vink prescription
a popular choice among massive star modelers (but see
the discussion below).
2. Once the star reaches Teff > 104 K and Xsurf < 0.4, it
is formally identified as a Wolf–Rayet (WR) star and
we switch over to the Nugis & Lamers (2000) empir-
ical mass loss prescription which depends strongly on
luminosity and chemical composition:
M˙NL = 10−11(L/L)1.29X1.7surfZ
0.5
surf M yr
−1 . (19)
14 In Vink et al. (2001), mass loss rates were computed for Teff ≥ 1.25×
104 K, but the prescription is extended down to Teff = 1.1×104 K in MESA.
This formula has been shown to reproduce the prop-
erties of a large sample of Galactic WR stars (WN,
WC, and WO subtypes) that have well-constrained stel-
lar and wind parameters (Nugis & Lamers 2000). With
Equation 19, we are able to reproduce the observed ra-
tio of WC to WN subtypes as a function of metallicity
(see Section 9.3).
3. For all stars with Teff < 104 K,15 including stars in the
red supergiant (RSG) phase, we utilize the de Jager
et al. (1988) empirically derived wind prescription:
M˙dJ = 10−8.158(L/L)1.769T −1.676eff M yr
−1 . (20)
Although a quantitative model of mass loss in RSGs
does not exist yet, it is believed that the main mech-
anism is dust-driven outflows. The low temperatures
and pulsations in the outer layers lead to the conden-
sation of dust at large radii, which is then driven out
due to radiation pressure on grains (Mauron & Jos-
selin 2011). In a recent work comparing different wind
prescriptions with mass loss rates estimated from a
sample of RSGs in the Galaxy and in the Magellanic
Clouds, Mauron & Josselin (2011) found that the de
Jager rates agree to within a factor of 4 with most es-
timates derived from the 60 µm flux. Furthermore, the
authors concluded that the de Jager wind recipe per-
forms better overall compared to more recent prescrip-
tions, though they recommended an additional metal-
licity scaling (Zsurf/Z)0.7. For simplicity, we adopt the
original de Jager prescription available in MESA.
A recent review by Smith (2014) explores some of the
shortcomings of these prescriptions, one of which is that they
fail to account for the clumpiness and inhomogeneity in out-
flows.16 For instance, mass loss inferred from Hα emission or
free-free continuum excess that assumes a homogeneous wind
(e.g., de Jager et al. 1988; Nieuwenhuijzen & de Jager 1990)
is believed to overestimate the true rate by a factor of 2 to 3.
However, the reduced mass loss rate corrected for clumpiness
may be problematic for the formation of WR stars, which re-
quires the removal of their hydrogen-rich envelopes. Eruptive
episodic mass loss episodes and/or binaries are likely to play
a role (e.g., Smith & Owocki 2006; Yoon & Cantiello 2010;
Sana et al. 2012), but neither phenomenon can be realistically
captured in a simple recipe for implementation in a 1D stellar
evolution code. Other forms of enhanced mass loss rates in-
clude super-Eddington winds when the stellar luminosity ex-
ceeds Eddington luminosity (Gräfener et al. 2011; Vink et al.
2011).
3.7.3. Rotationally Enhanced Mass Loss
Observations of O and B type stars have long argued for
rotationally enhanced mass loss rates (Gathier et al. 1981;
Vardya 1985; Nieuwenhuijzen & de Jager 1988). It is now
a standard ingredient in modern stellar evolution models with
rotation (e.g., Heger et al. 2000; Brott et al. 2011a; Potter et al.
2012). In MESA, mass loss rates are enhanced in models as a
15 In MESA, mass loss rate for 104 < Teff < 1.1× 104 is computed by
smoothly transitioning between the low temperature prescription (de Jager)
and high temperature prescription (Vink or Nugis & Lamers).
16 An exception is the Nugis & Lamers (2000) prescription which does
take clumping effects into account.
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function of surface angular velocity Ω as follows:
M˙(Ω) = M˙(0)
(
1
1−Ω/Ωcrit
)ξ
, (21)
where M˙(0) is the standard mass loss rate (Reimers, Blöcker,
or “Dutch”), ξ is assumed to be 0.43 (Friend & Abbott 1986;
Bjorkman & Cassinelli 1993; Langer 1998), and Ωcrit is the
critical angular velocity at the surface:
Ω2crit =
(
1−
L
LEdd
)
GM
R3
. (22)
The Eddington luminosity, LEdd, is a mass-weighted average
over the optical depth τ between 1 and 100. For stars close
to the Eddington limit, Ωcrit approaches 0 and therefore even
a small Ω will result in a dramatic boost according to Equa-
tion 21. To prevent the mass loss from becoming too catas-
trophic, we cap the rotational boost to 104.
4. SOLAR MODEL
4.1. Solar Calibration
As mentioned in Section 3.6.1, it is customary to calibrate
the mixing length parameter, αMLT, using helioseismic data
and surface properties of the Sun. We utilize the MESA test
suite solar_calibration which conducts an extensive pa-
rameter search using the simplex method to obtain a set of
input parameters that reproduces the solar observations. We
vary the initial composition of the Sun, αMLT, and convec-
tive overshoot in the envelope. For each iteration, a new set
of parameters is drawn and the star is evolved from the PMS
to 4.57 Gyr.17 A global χ2 value is computed by summing
over the logL, logR, surface composition, Rcz (the location of
the base of the convection zone), and δcs (model − observed
sound speed) terms with non-uniform user-defined weights.
This process is repeated until χ2 ceases to change consid-
erably and the tolerance parameters are met. For simplicity
and consistency, the target solar values we adopt are the same
nominal values recommended by the IAU.
Table 2 summarizes the solar calibration results and Fig-
ure 1 shows δcs/cs, the fractional error in sound speed com-
pared to that from helioseismic observations (Rhodes et al.
1997), as a function of radius. The best-fit MIST solar-
calibrated model is shown in black and two Serenelli et al.
(2009) models adopting Grevesse & Sauval 1998 (GS98) and
Asplund et al. 2009 (AGSS09) protosolar abundances are
shown in red and blue, respectively.
Although the model logL and logTeff are in excellent agree-
ment with the observed values, there are noticeable discrepan-
cies in the surface helium abundance, the location of the base
of the convection zone, and the sound speed profile. Although
many initial guesses and different weighting schemes were
explored, we were unable to obtain a solar model that satisfies
all available observational constraints. This is a well-known
problem for solar models that adopt the AGSS09 abundances
(e.g., Asplund et al. 2009; Serenelli et al. 2009).
The helium surface abundance at 4.57 Gyr in the best so-
lar model is much lower compared to the helioseismologi-
cally inferred value of 0.2485±0.0034 (Basu & Antia 2004).
17 As noted by Bahcall et al. (2006), there is some ambiguity in the exact
definition of the “age of the Sun” as the PMS contraction is estimated to last
approximately 0.04 Gyr. For simplicity, we adopt the commonly assumed
age of 4.57 Gyr.
Table 2 Solar calibration results.
Parameter Target Model Value Fractional Error (%)
L(1033 erg s−1) 3.828a 3.828 4.1×10−3
R(1010 cm) 6.957a 6.957 1.2×10−3
Teff, (K) 5772a 5772 2.4×10−3
Xsurf 0.7381b 0.7514 1.8
Ysurf 0.2485c 0.2351 5.4
Zsurf 0.0134b 0.0134 0.3
Rcz 0.7133d 0.7321 2.6
αMLT - 1.82 -
fov, env - 0.0174 -
Xinitial - 0.7238 -
Yinitial - 0.2612 -
Zinitial - 0.0150 -
aXXIXth IAU resolutions B2 and B3
bAsplund et al. (2009)
cBasu & Antia (2004)
dBasu & Antia (2004)
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
r/R¯
0.000
0.005
0.010
0.015
δc
s/
c s
GS 98
AGSS 09
this work
Figure 1. The fractional error in sound speed compared to helioseismology
observations from Rhodes et al. (1997) for the present model (black) and two
Serenelli et al. (2009) models each with Grevesse & Sauval 1998 (GS98; red)
and Asplund et al. 2009 (AGSS09; blue) meteoritic abundances.
While most elemental abundances are determined through 3D
spectroscopic modeling, the helium abundance is inferred in-
directly from helioseismology, relying on the change in the
adiabatic index in the He II ionization zone near the surface
(Asplund et al. 2009). The tension between the helioseismic
value and the inferred abundance from interior modeling was
noted in Asplund et al. (2009), and remains an unsolved prob-
lem to this day.
The sound speed profile comparison shows that the GS98
model is in good agreement while the models adopting the
AGSS09 abundances show a large deviation at∼ 0.6 R. This
is partly due to the discrepancy between the predicted and ob-
served locations of the convective boundary. In particular, the
lower oxygen and neon abundances in AGSS09 relative to the
older models like GS98 (or an even newer model like Caffau
et al. 2011) imply a smaller mean opacity below the convec-
tive zone, which shifts the inner convective boundary further
out in radius. The abundance of oxygen, one of the most abun-
dant and important elements, has undergone a striking overall
downward revision over the past few decades. Still, there are
likely lingering uncertainties in the surface abundance deter-
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Figure 2. The evolution of surface lithium abundance relative to hydrogen,
A(7Li) = log(N7Li/N1H) + 12, as a function of time for several 1 M mod-
els. Each pair of numbers in parentheses corresponds to the two envelope
overshoot efficiency parameters fov, env and fov, env, 0, respectively. The solid
black line represents the fiducial model that adopts the solar-calibrated en-
velope overshoot parameters (0.0174, 0.0087) and αMLT = 1.82. The two
dashed maroon and blue lines are models with less and more efficient over-
shoot, resulting in reduced and enhanced lithium depletion, respectively. The
three dotted–dashed lines show additional variations in input physics: the red
line correspond to αMLT = 1.7, while the orange and green lines are models
that include PMS rotation with v/vcrit = 0.01 and 0.10, respectively. The pur-
ple square and circle are surface lithium abundance for the present-day Sun
(Asplund et al. 2009) and the typical surface lithium abundance for nearby
solar-metallicity, young clusters (e.g., Jeffries & Oliveira 2005; Sestito &
Randich 2005; Juarez et al. 2014). The current models cannot simultaneously
reproduce both observed lithium abundances.
minations due to the challenges associated with spectroscopic
modeling, such as non-LTE effects, line blending, and un-
certainties in the atomic and molecular data (Asplund et al.
2009).
The Serenelli et al. (2009) AGSS09 sound speed profile is
in better agreement with the observed profile, likely because
their model matches the location of the base of the convection
zone more closely than the MIST model predicts. However,
their model prefers an even lower surface helium abundance
compared to the best-fit helium abundance in our model, and
the present-day luminosity, radius, and effective temperature
are not included as part of their fit.
Several explanations have been offered to reconcile the mis-
match between the standard AGSS09 solar model and helio-
seismology results. One resolution invokes increased opacity,
an idea that has been quantitatively explored by several au-
thors (e.g., Bahcall et al. 2005a; Christensen-Dalsgaard et al.
2009; Serenelli et al. 2009). These authors concluded that a
∼ 10% increase is required to match the observations, but that
current atomic physics calculations do not leave room for such
substantial change in opacities. However, there was a recent
upward revision of iron opacities, based on new experimen-
tal data, that might account for roughly half the increase in
the total mean opacity required to resolve this problem (Bai-
ley et al. 2015). Other possible resolutions include more effi-
cient diffusion processes in the radiative zone (e.g., Asplund
et al. 2004), increased neon abundance to compensate for de-
creased oxygen abundance (e.g., Antia & Basu 2005; Bahcall
et al. 2005b; Drake & Testa 2005), the introduction of new
physics currently missing from stellar evolution calculations
(e.g., convectively induced mixing in radiative zone; Young
& Arnett 2005), and improved implementations of the cur-
rent input physics (e.g., a replacement for MLT; Arnett et al.
2015).
Although the widely adopted practice is to fix the solar-
calibrated αMLT across all masses, evolutionary phases, and
abundances, there has been a recent effort to map out αMLT as
a function of logg and Teff (Trampedach 2007; Trampedach
et al. 2014) as well as metallicity (Magic et al. 2015) from full
3D radiative hydrodynamic calculations of convection in stel-
lar atmospheres. Recently, Salaris & Cassisi (2015) included
variable αMLT and T (τ ) boundary condition from Trampedach
et al. (2014) in their stellar evolution calculations and found
that varying αMLT has a small effect on the evolution and sur-
face properties. We adopt a constant value of αMLT = 1.82 for
the present work, but discuss the implications of this assump-
tion in more detail in Section 8.3.1
In summary, we adopt solar-calibrated αMLT and convective
overshoot efficiency in the envelope fov, env ( f0, ov, env is fixed
to 0.5 fov, env). As noted earlier in the Introduction, we adopt
the Asplund et al. (2009) abundance mixture and “solar metal-
licity” in this paper refers to the initial bulk Z = Z, protosolar =
0.0142.
4.2. Lithium Depletion
Lithium is a very fragile element that is burned via pro-
ton capture at temperatures as low as 2.5× 106 K. Mixing
processes such as convection that transport lithium from the
outer layers to the interior where the temperature is suffi-
ciently high lead to the depletion of surface lithium on very
short timescales. The time evolution of surface lithium abun-
dance therefore depends very sensitively on the initial stellar
mass (proxy for temperature) and mixing physics.
Standard stellar evolution models so far have not been able
to successfully reproduce the solar surface lithium abundance,
indicating the need to include extra physical mechanisms.
One way to account for missing physics in the models is
to vary αMLT (see e.g., Lyon models; Baraffe et al. 1998,
2003, 2015). Alternatively, models that incorporate the ef-
fects of rotation and internal gravity waves (e.g., Charbonnel
& Talon 2005) are able to reproduce both the solar interior
rotation profile and surface lithium abundances for the Sun
and other galactic cluster stars. Relatedly, Somers & Pinson-
neault (2014) found that radius dispersion on the PMS (cor-
related with rotation and chromospheric activity) can explain
the spread in lithium abundances in young clusters such as the
Pleiades.
In Figure 2 we show the evolution of surface lithium abun-
dance relative to hydrogen, A(7Li) = log(N7Li/N1H)+ 12, as a
function of time for several 1 M models. The purple square
and circle are surface lithium abundance for the present-day
Sun (Asplund et al. 2009) and the typical surface lithium
abundance for nearby solar-metallicity, young clusters (e.g.,
Jeffries & Oliveira 2005; Sestito & Randich 2005; Juarez et al.
2014). Each pair of numbers in parentheses corresponds to
the two envelope overshoot efficiency parameters fov, env and
f0, ov, env, respectively. The surface lithium abundance de-
creases over time in all of the displayed models due to the
inclusion of diffusion. The solid black line represents the fidu-
cial model that adopts the solar-calibrated envelope overshoot
parameters (0.0174, 0.0087) and αMLT = 1.82. The fiducial
model burns too much lithium early on and then does not
deplete lithium efficiently on the MS. The two dashed ma-
roon and blue lines are models with less and more efficient
overshoot, resulting in reduced and enhanced lithium deple-
tion, respectively. The three dotted–dashed lines show ad-
ditional variations in input physics: the red line correspond
to αMLT = 1.7, while the orange and green lines are models
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that include PMS rotation with v/vcrit = 0.01 and 0.10, respec-
tively. As expected, a lower αMLT produces a puffier, cooler
star, resulting in less lithium depletion. The inclusion of rota-
tion during the PMS produces very different, potentially more
promising behavior, though the current absence of magnetic
braking (see Sections 3.6.5 and 3.5) in MESA results in an
unrealistically high rotation speed (v/vcrit between 0.1 and 1)
on the MS. The models presented here fail to simultaneously
match both the young and present-day solar surface lithium
abundances. The inclusion of rotation on the PMS, the imple-
mentation of magnetic braking, as well as the exploration of
a variable αMLT to mimic the effects of non-standard physics
are planned for follow-up investigations in the near future.
5. MODEL OUTPUTS AND BOLOMETRIC CORRECTIONS
In this section, we provide an overview of the two princi-
pal model outputs: evolutionary tracks and isochrones, which
can be downloaded from http://waps.cfa.harvard.edu/MIST/.
There are both theoretical and observational isochrones avail-
able. We offer both packaged models for download and a web
interpolator that generates models with user-specified param-
eters.
5.1. Ages, Masses, Phases, Metallicities
One of the main goals of the MIST project is to produce
extensive grids of stellar evolutionary tracks and isochrones
that cover a wide range in stellar masses, ages, evolution-
ary phases, and metallicities. The stellar mass of evolution-
ary tracks ranges from 0.1 M to 300 M for a total of
& 100 models, and the ages of isochrones cover logAge = 5
to logAge = 10.3 in 0.05 dex steps. For Mi ≤ 0.7 M, the
models are terminated at TAMS, i.e., central 1H abundance
drops to 10−4. For a 0.7 M star at Z, this limit is typi-
cally reached at an age > 35 Gyr. For Mi > 0.7 M, the mod-
els are either evolved through the WD cooling phase (“low-
mass” type) or the end of carbon burning (“high-mass” type),
depending on which criterion is satisfied first. We adopt this
flexible approach to take into account the blurry boundary—
further complicated by its metallicity dependence—between
low- and intermediate-mass stars that end their lives as WDs
and high-mass stars that continue to advanced stages of burn-
ing. In particular, the “low-mass” type models are terminated
when Γ, the central plasma interaction parameter, also known
as the Coulomb coupling parameter, exceeds 20. Γ is de-
fined to be Z¯2e2/aikbT , where Z¯ is the average ion charge,
e is the electron charge, ai is the mean ion spacing, kb is
the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. A large
Γ corresponds to a departure from the ideal gas limit toward
solidification (crystallization of a pure oxygen WD occurs at
Γ≈ 175; Paxton et al. 2011). The “high-mass” type models—
stars that are sufficiently massive to burn carbon—are stopped
when the central 12C abundance drops to 10−2. The metallic-
ity ranges from [Fe/H] = −2.0 to +0.5, with 0.25 dex spac-
ing. We also provide an additional set of models evolved
from the PMS to the end of core helium burning for −4.0 ≤
[Z/H] < −2.0 for modeling ancient, metal-poor populations.
We provide a limited set at low metallicities at this time due
to computational difficulties we have encountered. In partic-
ular, mixing between convective boundaries during the ther-
mally pulsating AGB phase results in the ingestion of protons
into a burning region, resulting in dramatically higher nuclear
burning luminosities (e.g., Lau et al. 2009; Stancliffe et al.
2011; Woodward et al. 2015). Non-solar-scaled abundance
grids will be presented in Paper II.
We note that in any grid, there is a subset of models that
does not run to completion due to convergence issues. This is
not generally problematic because the mass sampling is suf-
ficiently fine such that there are enough models to smoothly
interpolate a new EEP track and/or construct isochrones. We
also note that there are interesting features in the tracks and
isochrones that may appear to be numerical issues at first
glance, but in fact a number of them are real phenomena cap-
tured in the MESA calculations. We refer the reader to the Ap-
pendix for a discussion of these features. Of these, an example
feature that may be a numerical artifact is an extremely short-
lived glitch that appears during the early post-AGB phase for
a subset of the models. Since it has zero bearing on the evo-
lution of the star, we post-process this feature out of the final
evolutionary tracks in order to facilitate the construction of
smooth isochrones.
5.2. Isochrone Construction
We briefly describe the isochrone construction process and
defer a detailed discussion of this topic to Paper 0 (Dotter
2016). In each evolutionary track, we identify a set of the so-
called primary equivalent evolutionary points (primary EEPs).
These correspond to specific stages of evolution defined by
a set of physical conditions, such as the terminal age main
sequence (TAMS; central hydrogen exhaustion), and the tip
of the RGB (RGBTip; a combination of lower limits on the
central helium abundance and luminosity). Next, each seg-
ment between adjacent primary EEPs is further divided into
so-called “secondary-EEPs” according to a distance metric
that evenly samples the tracks in certain relevant variables,
such as Teff and L. Put another way, primary EEPs serve
as physically meaningful reference locations along the evo-
lutionary track and secondary EEPs finely sample the track
between primary EEPs. This method maps a set of evolu-
tionary tracks from ordinary time coordinates onto uniform
EEP coordinates. The primary EEPs and corresponding evo-
lutionary phases are listed in Table 3. In Figures 3 and 4, we
show example 1 M and 30 M evolutionary tracks in the
EEP format, with colored dots marking the locations of the
primary EEPs. Note that we require both IAMS and TAMS
points in order to properly resolve the MSTO for stars that
burn hydrogen convectively in their cores during the MS, i.e.,
the Henyey hook. Also note that although “RGBTip” does not
have the same morphological significance in high-mass stars
as in low-mass stars since high-mass stars ignite helium un-
der non-degenerate conditions, we retain this terminology for
consistency reasons.
As described in Section 3.3, we use three different bound-
ary conditions depending on the initial mass of the model (τ =
100 tables for 0.1–0.3 M, photosphere tables for 0.6–10 M,
and simple photosphere for 16–300 M). To facilitate a
smooth transition from one regime to another, we run both
τ = 100 and photosphere tables for 0.3–0.6 M and photo-
sphere tables and simple photosphere for 10–16 M. For
every mass in the transition regime, the two EEP tracks are
blended with a smooth weighting function to create a hybrid
EEP track:
w = 0.5
[
1− cos
(
pi
M∗ −M1
M2 −M1
)]
, (23)
where M1 and M2 are the transition masses (e.g., M1 = 0.3 M
and M2 = 0.6 M for the transition from τ = 100 to photo-
sphere tables).
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Table 3 Primary EEPs and corresponding evolutionary phases.
Primary EEP Phase
1 pre-main sequence (PMS)
2 zero age main sequence (ZAMS)
3 intermediate age main sequence (IAMS )
4 terminal age main sequence (TAMS)
5 tip of the red giant branch (RGBTip)
6 zero age core helium burning (ZACHeB)a
7 terminal age core helium burning (TACHeB)b
Low Mass Type
8 thermally pulsating asymptotic giant branch (TPAGB)
9 post asymptotic giant branch (post-AGB)
10 white dwarf cooling sequence (WDCS)
High Mass Type
8 carbon burning (C-burn)
ai.e., zero age horizontal branch; ZAHB for low-mass stars.
bterminal age horizontal branch; TAHB.
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Figure 3. Left: an example 1 M evolutionary track in the equivalent evolutionary point (EEP) format, with the locations of the primary EEP points marked by
colored circles. The gray box marks the zoomed-in region shown in the right panel. Right: a zoomed-in view of the track.
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Figure 4. Same as Figure 3 but now for a 30 M evolutionary track. Note
the different primary EEP point following the core helium burning phase.
Although “RGBTip” does not have the same morphological significance in
high-mass stars as in low-mass stars since high-mass stars ignite helium un-
der non-degenerate conditions, we retain this terminology for consistency
reasons.
To generate an isochrone at age t0 with all of the EEP
tracks now in hand, we first cycle through all masses and
construct a piecewise monotonic function between Mi and t
for each EEP point.18 Next, we interpolate to obtain Mi(t0).
Once we have Mi(t0) for every EEP, we can now construct an
isochrone for any parameter, e.g., L, by interpolating that pa-
rameter as a function of Mi, e.g., L(Mi(t0)), at every EEP. The
EEP framework is superior to a direct interpolation scheme in
time coordinates as it can properly treat evolutionary phases
with short timescales (e.g., post-AGB) or complex trajectories
(e.g., thermally pulsating AGB; TPAGB).
A sensible approach is to construct a monotonic relation-
ship between mass and age assuming that “increasing mass =
decreasing phase lifetime” is always true. However, interest-
ing non-monotonic behaviors begin to appear in certain evo-
lutionary phases over a narrow age (or equivalently, mass) in-
terval if the mass resolution is sufficiently high (see Figure 13
and also Girardi et al. 2013). Put another way, two stars of
18 Note that we no longer distinguish between primary and secondary
EEPs for the purposes of isochrone construction.
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Figure 5. Isochrones from log(Age) [yr] = 5–10 in various physical quantities. Top left: isochrones in the log(g) − log(Teff) plane. Top middle: asteroseismic
isochrones in the∆ν − log(Teff) plane, where∆ν corresponds to the large frequency separation for p-modes. Note that∆ν is computed from the scaling relations.
Top right: asteroseismic isochrones in the νmax − log(Teff) plane, where νmax corresponds to the frequency of maximum power. Note that νmax is computed from
the scaling relations. Bottom left: isochrones in the log(Tc)–log(ρc) plane with the dashed, dotted–dashed, and solid lines showing thresholds for hydrogen,
helium, and carbon ignition. The discontinuous feature at log(Age) [yr] ≥ 10 is due to the ignition of helium in a degenerate core, i.e, helium core flash at the
tip of the RGB. Bottom middle: isochrones in the log(L/LEdd)–Mi plane, where LEdd is the Eddington luminosity. Bottom right: isochrones in the M˙–Mi plane,
where M˙ is the mass loss rate. In the last two figures, isochrones become steadily truncated at the high-mass end as more stars evolve and die.
different initial masses are at the same evolutionary stage in
terms of their EEPs over a special narrow age interval. This
effect will be explored in future work but for this work, we
enforce monotonicity in the age-mass relationship.
5.3. Available Model Outputs
The published tracks and isochrones include a wealth of
information, ranging from basic parameters such as log(L),
log(Teff), log(g), and surface abundances of 19 elements to
more detailed quantities such as β ≡ Pgas/Ptotal and astero-
seismic parameters (the full list of available parameters is
available on the project website). To highlight this fact, we
show examples of isochrones in several different projections
in Figure 5. From left to right, the top three panels fea-
ture isochrones in the log(g) − log(Teff), ∆ν − log(Teff), and
νmax − log(Teff) planes. ∆ν and νmax are asteroseismic quan-
tities that correspond to the large frequency separation for p-
modes and the frequency of maximum power, respectively,
which can be readily obtained from power spectra of e.g., Ke-
pler light curves. We clarify that ∆ν and νmax in the MIST
models are computed from simple scaling relations (e.g., Ul-
rich 1986; Brown et al. 1991; Kjeldsen & Bedding 1995) and
not from full pulsation analysis, though the pulsation code
GYRE (Townsend & Teitler 2013) is integrated into MESA.
The bottom left panel shows isochrones in the log(Tc)–log(ρc)
plane, where the dashed, dotted–dashed, and solid lines show
thresholds for hydrogen, helium, and carbon ignition. The
10 Myr isochrone contains massive stars that are able to ig-
nite carbon whereas at the older ages, the isochrones cannot
reach sufficiently high central densities and temperatures. At
10 Gyr, only the low-mass stars remain and helium core flash
at RGBTip shows up as a discontinuous sharp feature. The
bottom middle and right panels show log(L/LEdd), the ratio
of total luminosity to Eddington luminosity, and M˙, the mass
loss rate, as a function of initial mass. As expected, both quan-
tities generally increase as the initial mass increases. A very
prominent increase immediately followed by a sharp decrease
at intermediate ages (0.1 and 1 Gyr) in both panels is due to
the TPAGB phase, followed by the post-AGB and WD cool-
ing phases.
5.4. Bolometric Corrections
Bolometric corrections are necessary to transform theoret-
ical isochrones into magnitudes that allow for direct com-
parisons with observations. The bolometric corrections are
largely based on a new grid of stellar atmosphere and syn-
thetic spectra created with the ATLAS12 and SYNTHE codes
(Conroy et al. in preparation). These same models are
used for the surface boundary conditions discussed in Sec-
tion 3.3. They include the latest atomic line list from R.
Kurucz (including both laboratory and predicted lines) and
many molecules including CH, CN, TiO, H2, H2O, SiO, C2,
SiH, MgH, CrH, CaH, FeH, CO, NH, VO, and OH. We have
also computed model atmosphere and spectra for carbon stars
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Table 4 Current list of photometric systems.
System Reference
UBVRI Bessell & Murphy (2012)
Strömgren Bessell (2011)
Washington Bessell (2001)
DDO51 www.noao.edu/kpno/mosaic/filters/
SDSS classic.sdss.org/dr7/instruments/imager/index.html
CFHT/MegaCam www.cfht.hawaii.edu/Instruments/Imaging/Megacam/specsinformation.html
PanSTARRS Tonry et al. (2012)
DECam www.ctio.noao.edu/noao/sites/default/files/DECam/DECam_filters.xlsx
SkyMapper Bessell et al. (2011)
Kepler keplergo.arc.nasa.gov/CalibrationResponse.shtml
HST/ACS www.stsci.edu/hst/acs/analysis/throughputs
HST/WFPC2 Holtzman et al. (1995)
HST/WFC3 www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/ins_performance/filters/
2MASS Cohen et al. (2003)
UKIDSS Hewett et al. (2006)
Spitzer/IRAC Fazio et al. (2004)
WISE Wright et al. (2010)
GALEX http://asd.gsfc.nasa.gov/archive/galex/Documents/PostLaunchResponseCurveData.html
Swift http://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/proposals/swift_responses.html
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Figure 6. Coverage of the synthetic spectra grids used to derive bolometric
corrections. Example isochrones at log(Age) [yr] = 7.0, 7.5, 8.5, 9.0, and
10.0 are overplotted in gray for reference. The coverage in logg and logTeff
is the same for all metallicities.
with C/O = 1.05 over the range 2400 < Teff < 4700 K and
−1.0 < logg [g cm−3] < 0.5. Our carbon star spectra agree
well with the models of Aringer et al. (2009). The pri-
mary differences arise at > 2 µm as our models do not cur-
rently include the important molecules C3, HCN, and C2H2.
We chose to create our own carbon star spectra in order
to have models covering the full wavelength range and at
the same resolution as our main spectral library. The AT-
LAS12/SYNTHE spectra are combined with synthetic spectra
for H-rich WDs with 6,000 ≤ Teff ≤ 50,000 K from Koester
(2010). These are supplemented by a set of blackbody spec-
tra with 200,000 ≤ Teff ≤ 1 million K. The coverage of the
different synthetic libraries is shown in Figure 6. Example
isochrones at log(Age) [yr] = 7.0, 7.5, 8.5, 9.0, and 10.0 are
overplotted for reference.
Bolometric corrections are computed from the synthetic
spectra following Equation 1 of Girardi et al. (2008). As noted
in the Introduction, we adopt as a zeropoint L◦ = 3.0128×
1035 erg s−1 to define Mbol = 0. This is equivalent to adopt-
ing solar values of Mbol, = 4.74 and L = 3.828× 1033 erg
s−1. The bolometric corrections include a range of extinction
values, as characterized by both AV and RV , following the ex-
tinction curve of Cardelli et al. (1989). We provide AV = 0 to
6 with RV = 3.1, though other RV values can be made upon
request. We emphasize that Z of the bolometric correction is
matched to the surface Z (and surface C/O ratio where rele-
vant) for each star along the isochrone.
The photometric systems included in the initial MIST re-
lease are summarized in Table 4. This is only an initial set
and will expand over time. Photometric systems define their
magnitude scales according to a flux standard.
6. OVERVIEW AND BASIC PROPERTIES OF THE MODELS
6.1. Tracks and Isochrones
As described in detail in Section 5.1, the MIST models
cover a wide range in stellar masses, ages, metallicities, and
evolutionary phases. The stellar mass of evolutionary tracks
ranges from 0.1 M to 300 M, the ages of isochrones cover
logAge = 5 to logAge = 10.3, and the metallicity ranges from
[Fe/H] = −4.0 to +0.5. The evolution is continuously com-
puted from the PMS phase to the end of hydrogen burning,
WD cooling phase, or the end of carbon burning, depending
on the initial stellar mass and metallicity.
Figure 7 illustrates the range of stellar masses, ages, and
evolutionary phases, showing the evolutionary tracks and
isochrones in the left and right panels, respectively. As noted
in Section 3, the models include rotation with v/vcrit = 0.4 by
default. Figure 8 shows the effect of rotation on both the evo-
lutionary tracks and isochrones, where the rotating and non-
rotating models are shown in solid and dashed lines, respec-
tively. For display purposes, we omit the post-AGB phase
where relevant. Rotation makes stars more luminous during
the MS because rotational mixing (see Section 3.6.4) pro-
motes core growth. It makes the star appear hotter or cooler
depending on the efficiency of rotational mixing in the enve-
lope: if rotational mixing introduces a sufficient amount of
helium into the envelope and increases the mean molecular
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Figure 7. An example solar metallicity grid of stellar evolutionary tracks (left) and isochrones (right) covering a wide range of stellar masses, ages, and
evolutionary phases.
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Figure 8. Similar to Figure 7 but now showing the effect of rotation on both the evolutionary tracks (left) and isochrones (right). Models with and without
rotation are shown in solid and dashed lines, respectively. For rotating models, solid-body rotation with vZAMS/vcrit = ΩZAMS/Ωcrit = 0.4 is initialized at ZAMS.
The PMS phase is not shown in the left panel for display purposes.
weight, the star becomes more compact and hotter. However,
in the absence of efficient rotational mixing, the centrifugal
effect dominates, making the star appear cooler and more ex-
tended. This is because in a rotating system, ordinary gravita-
tional acceleration g is replaced by geff that includes both the
gravitational and centrifugal terms. Since Teff ∝ g1/4eff for a star
with a radiative envelope and |geff| < |g|, Teff is thus lower in
a rotating system. Generally speaking, rotation increases Teff
in massive stars where rotational mixing operates efficiently,
and it decreases Teff in low-mass stars as well as at all ZAMS
locations where the centrifugal effect dominates.
The top two panels of Figure 9 show a series of 2.2 M
(left) and 6.4 M (right) evolutionary tracks for three metal-
licities. A portion of the PMS phase in both panels and the
evolution following the CHeB phase in the right panel are
omitted for display purposes. The tracks become hotter and
more luminous with decreasing metal content due to a lower
Rosseland mean opacity. In the bottom panels, we zoom in
on the TPAGB and CHeB to further highlight the effects of
metallicity on these evolutionary phases. The blue loops be-
come hotter and more prominent with decreasing metallicity
and the entire TPAGB phase also shifts to hotter temperatures
as metallicity decreases. To scrutinize the effect of metallic-
ity on the TPAGB phase in more detail, we plot the number of
TPs executed by each model as a function of mass at a number
of metallicities in Figure 10. There are two notable features:
the maximum number occurs at around 2 M independent of
metallicity; and the number of thermal pulses increases with
[Z/H] from −1.0 to 0.0, and there is a hint that the trend re-
verses for [Z/H] > 0. We leave a more detailed discussion
of the number of TPs as a function of uncertain physical pa-
rameters (e.g., mixing, mass loss) and comparisons to other
databases for future work.
In order to illustrate the range of metallicities available
in the current MIST models, we show 10 Gyr isochrones at
[Z/H] = −4, −3, −2, −1, 0, and 0.5 in Figure 11. For clarity,
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Figure 9. A series of 2.2 M (left) and 6.4 M (right) evolutionary tracks
for three metallicities. The tracks become hotter and more luminous with
decreasing metallicity due to a lower Rosseland mean opacity. In the bottom
panels, we zoom in on the TPAGB (left) and CHeB (right) to further highlight
the effects of metallicity on these evolutionary phases.
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Figure 10. The number of thermal pulses (TPs) executed by each model as a
function of mass at a number of metallicities. There are two notable features:
first, the maximum occurs at around 2 M independent of metallicity, and
two, the number of thermal pulses increases with [Z/H] from -1.0 to 0.0, and
there is a hint that the trend reverses for [Z/H] > 0.
we only show phases up to the RGBTip. As the metallicity de-
creases, the MSTO becomes hotter and more luminous (and
the MSTO mass decreases) and the RGBTip becomes fainter
due to the helium ignition occurring at lower core masses.
Note that the isochrone changes more subtly with metallicity
in the very metal-poor regime, i.e., [Z/H]. −2.
In the top panel of Figure 12 we show phase lifetimes as
a function of initial mass for [Z/H] = −0.25, 0.0 and +0.25
in solid, dotted–dashed, and dotted lines, respectively. The
bottom panel shows the ratio of phase lifetimes to the MS
lifetime. Note that the “RGB” label refers to the phase be-
tween TAMS and helium ignition, which includes the short
subgiant branch (SGB) evolution, and “post-AGB” includes
the white dwarf cooling phase up to Γ = 20. The post-AGB
timescales in the MIST models (adopting the definition from
Miller Bertolami 2016) are consistent with those reported by
Miller Bertolami (2016) and Weiss & Ferguson (2009), which
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Figure 11. Isochrones at 10 Gyr over a wide range of metallicities. For
display purposes, we omit the phases beyond RGBTip. As the metallicity
decreases, the MSTO becomes hotter and more luminous (and the MSTO
mass decreases) and the RGBTip becomes fainter due to the helium ignition
occurring at lower core masses. Note that the isochrone changes more subtly
with metallicity in the very metal-poor regime, i.e., [Z/H] . −2.
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Figure 12. Top: phase lifetimes as a function of initial mass for [Z/H] =
−0.25, 0.0 and +0.25. High mass stars are not included because they do
not go through the same set of evolutionary phases featured here. Note that
the “RGB” label refers to the phase between TAMS and helium ignition,
which includes the short subgiant branch (SGB) evolution, and “post-AGB”
includes the white dwarf cooling phase up to Γ = 20. Bottom: same as above
but now showing the ratio of phase lifetimes to the MS lifetime instead.
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Figure 13. Left: similar to Figure 12 but now showing the cumulative age as a function of mass for [Z/H] = 0.0. The gray box marks the zoomed-in region
shown in the right panel. Right: zooming in on a mass range that shows a critical transition from degenerate helium ignition to quiescent helium ignition. This
produce a non-monotonic mass-age relationship for these phase. Note the linear scale in y. This figure is adapted from Figure 1 of Girardi et al. (2013).
are a factor of 3–10 shorter compared to the older post-AGB
stellar evolution models (Vassiliadis & Wood 1994; Blöcker
1995). High mass stars are not included because they do not
go through the same set of evolutionary phases featured here.
The TPAGB and post-AGB phases are not shown for a sub-
set of the models that do not completely evolve through those
evolutionary stages. Unsurprisingly, the lifetimes generally
decrease with increasing mass, though there are some notable
exceptions including the peak in CHeB and AGB lifetimes at
∼ 2 M (see the discussion below).
The left panel of Figure 13 is a slight variation of the previ-
ous plot, where we now show the cumulative age as a function
of mass for [Z/H] = 0.0. In the right panel, we zoom in on a
particularly interesting mass range around 2 M, where there
a noticeable increase in the CHeB lifetime. This effect, ex-
plored in detail in Girardi et al. (2013), is due to the transition
from the explosive ignition of helium in degenerate cores of
low-mass stars, i.e., helium core flash at RGBTip, to quies-
cent ignition of helium in more massive stars. This is because
more massive stars start burning helium at lower core masses
and therefore have smaller initial helium-burning luminosi-
ties compared to those that undergo the helium core flash (see
also Girardi 1999). Note that this non-monotonicity in the
CHeB lifetime is present even in models computed without
RGB mass loss. Thus, the simple “increasing mass = decreas-
ing MS lifetime” rule of thumb is violated over a very narrow
mass range. In other words, there is a special age at which two
stars of different masses are at the same evolutionary stage in
terms of their EEPs. This notion of “double EEPs” is dis-
cussed in more detail in Paper 0 (Dotter 2016) and will be
explored in a future paper.
6.2. Non-standard Models
To explore the effects of uncertain input physics and
choices of free parameters on the resulting tracks and
isochrones, we ran several sets of models varying one ingre-
dient at a time. In Figure 14 we present four such variations.
The black solid lines represent solar metallicity models with
fiducial parameters listed in Table 1. We note that several of
these parameters affect the lifetimes of different evolutionary
phases, though this is not explicitly shown in the figures.
In the top left panel, we show two sets of isochrones which
are identical except for their surface boundary conditions. The
three sets of ages correspond to log(Age) [yr] = 9.0,9.6, and
10.2. The solid lines are isochrones with our default imple-
mentation of boundary conditions; τ = 100 and photosphere
tables from the ATLAS12/SYNTHE atmosphere models plus
the simple Eddington gray T (τ ) approximation for the hottest
stars. The dashed lines are models with the Eddington gray
T (τ ) relation applied across the entire mass range. For clar-
ity, we only plot the isochrones up to the RGBTip. As ex-
pected, the choice of boundary conditions has the largest ef-
fect on the lower MS populated by cool, compact dwarfs. The
shift in Teff on the RGB is smaller but important, amounting
∼ 50–60 K. Differences both on the SGB and RGB and on the
lower MS are larger at non-solar metallicities. In particular,
the isochrones become more discrepant on the SGB and RGB
at [Z/H] = −1 and on the lower MS at [Z/H] = +0.3.
In the top right panel, we show three sets of isochrones at
log(Age) [yr] = 6.7,7.4, and 9.0 to illustrate the impact mass
loss has on various stages of evolution. The solid lines corre-
spond to isochrones with ηR = 0.1, ηB = 0.2, and ηDutch = 1.0,
whereas the dashed lines and dotted lines represent mass loss
rates that are twice and half as efficient, respectively. For dis-
play purposes, we omit the PMS and post-AGB phases. The
temperature evolution is especially sensitive to the mass loss
rates at the youngest ages because massive star evolution is
strongly affected by the choice of input physics. The morphol-
ogy of the CHeB is also directly influenced by mass loss rates:
lower and higher M˙ values yield hotter and cooler CHeB,
respectively. The morphology and lifetime of the notorious
TPAGB phase are also affected mass loss rates, with more ef-
ficient winds resulting in fainter and fewer TPs as expected.
The mass loss efficiency, parameterized by the η parameter,
is calibrated empirically to match various observational con-
straints, including the number ratios of different stellar types
for the high-mass stars (Section 9.3) and the AGB luminosity
functions for the low-mass stars (Section 8.5.1).
In the bottom left panel, we highlight the importance of
core convective overshoot. The three sets of ages shown
are log(Age) [yr] = 7.0,7.5, and 8.0. The solid lines are
isochrones with the default core overshoot parameter fov, core =
0.016 in the exponential diffusive overshoot formalism. The
dashed and dotted lines represent decreased and increased
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Figure 14. Solar metallicity isochrones at a number of ages showing the effects of varying input physics. The fiducial model is shown in black solid lines in all
four panels. Note different x and y axes in each panel. Top left: variations in the adopted boundary conditions for log(Age) [yr] = 9.0,9.6, and 10.2. Top right:
variations in the efficiency of mass loss for log(Age) [yr] = 6.7,7.4, and 9.0. The set of three numbers corresponds to ηR, ηB, and ηDutch. Bottom left: variations
in the efficiency of overshoot in the core parameterized by fov, core for log(Age) [yr] = 7.0,7.5, and 8.0. Bottom right: variations in the efficiency of convection
parameterized by αMLT for log(Age) [yr] = 7.0,8.0,8.7, and 10.0.
( fov, core = 0.012, 0.020) overshoot efficiency, respectively.
For clarity, we plot the evolution up through helium burn-
ing only. Since convective overshoot enhances the mixing
of fresh fuel into the core, a higher overshoot efficiency re-
sults in longer MS lifetimes and systematically higher MSTO
masses and luminosities. Likewise, SGB and CHeB luminosi-
ties are higher for more efficient overshoot due to the larger
resulting core masses. Note that the overshoot efficiency in
the core is constrained by matching the MSTO in M67, and
the overshoot efficiency in the envelope is determined during
solar calibration.
In the bottom right panel, we show isochrones with differ-
ent values of the mixing length parameter αMLT. The four ages
shown are log(Age) [yr] = 7.0,8.0,8.7, and 10.0. The solid
lines are isochrones with the solar-calibrated value αMLT =
1.82. The dashed and dotted lines correspond to isochrones
with αMLT = 1.6 and αMLT = 2.0, respectively. For display pur-
poses, we only show the evolution up through the RGBTip.
The physical interpretation of a small value of αMLT is a fluid
parcel traveling a short radial distance (in units of HP) before
it deposits its internal energy and blends into the surround-
ing medium. The net effect is reduced convective efficiency,
thus cooler temperatures and more inflated radii. For this rea-
son, αMLT is used to mimic the effects of physical ingredients,
e.g., the inhibition of convection by a magnetic field, that are
missing from the majority of current stellar evolution models
(but see Feiden & Chaboyer 2013). For example, αMLT that is
smaller compared to the solar-calibrated value is commonly
used to bring models into agreement with observations of in-
flated radii in low-mass stars (see Section 8.1).
7. COMPARISONS WITH EXISTING DATABASES
In this section we compare the MIST models to several
popular stellar evolution databases in the literature. Due to
differences in the choice of input physics and their imple-
mentations in the codes, an apples-to-apples comparison is
challenging. We stress that this is neither a comprehensive re-
view of all published models in the literature nor a thorough
and detailed comparison between different databases. Instead,
we aim to provide the reader with a general impression of
how the new MIST models compare to several widely used
models. We refer the reader to the MESA instrument papers
(Paxton et al. 2011, 2013, 2015) for closer comparisons at
the level of the codes themselves and their evolutionary track
outputs. Our goal here is to compare at the level of databases,
which reflects the net effect of many different choices for in-
put physics.
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Figure 15. A comparison between MIST (black; this work), PARSEC v1.2S
(red; Bressan et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2014; Tang et al. 2014), Y2 (orange;
Demarque et al. 2004), DSEP (green; Dotter et al. 2008), BaSTI “non-
canonical” (turquoise; Pietrinferni et al. 2004), and Lyon (navy; Baraffe et al.
1998, 2003, 2015) isochrones at Z = Z as defined by each model.
7.1. Evolutionary Tracks and Isochrones
We first compare isochrones at Z adopted by each model.
In Figure 15, we compare MIST (black; this work), PAR-
SEC v1.2S (red; Bressan et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2014; Tang
et al. 2014), Y2 (orange; Demarque et al. 2004), DSEP (green;
Dotter et al. 2008), BaSTI “non-canonical” with η = 0.4
(turquoise; Pietrinferni et al. 2004), and Lyon (navy; Baraffe
et al. 1998, 2003, 2015) for log(Age) [yr] = 7.5, 8.0, 9.0, and
10.0. The DSEP and Lyon models are not included in the top
two panels because they are not available at young ages. Note
that of the models featured here, only the MIST models in-
clude the effects of rotation.19 We choose MIST models with
rotation instead of those without to make the comparison be-
cause the fiducial models include rotation and all calibrations
are performed on this set. Overall, the MIST isochrones are
in broad agreement with other isochrones. Although the abso-
lute metal contents differ by as much as 30% between various
models due to differences in the preferred definition of Z, the
isochrones are less discrepant than one might imagine because
they have been calibrated to match the properties of the Sun.
There is more noticeable discrepancy at the young ages due
to the complex and uncertain physics—such as core convec-
tive overshoot—governing the evolution of massive stars. In
particular, the CHeB phase (e.g., the development of the blue
loop) is notoriously sensitive to the details of input physics
(e.g., McQuinn et al. 2011) though there are ongoing efforts
to address this issue (e.g., Tang et al. 2016). Moreover, the
PARSEC isochrones depart notably from the rest of the mod-
els on the lower MS due to their recent implementation of
T − τ boundary conditions that have been empirically cali-
brated to match the observed mass-radius relations for cool
dwarfs (Chen et al. 2014).
In Figure 16, we now compare isochrones at fixed Z. Note
19 There is a version of Y2 models with rotation for M < 1.25 M. See
Spada et al. (2013).
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Figure 17. The evolutionary tracks for a 0.3 M star from MIST, PARSEC,
and Lyon models at Z = Z.
that although Z is the same, there are still element-to-element
variations due to the different solar abundance scales adopted
by each group. We plot log(Age) [yr] = 10.0 isochrones at
Z = 0.0001 and Z = 0.03 for PARSEC, Y2, DSEP, BaSTI,
and MIST. Note that only the MIST models follow the evolu-
tion continuously from the helium ignition in the degenerate
core (RGBTip) to the CHeB through a series of helium flashes
(see also Appendix A). The models are broadly in agreement,
though there are some differences in the lower MS and the
extent of the CHeB. The former is likely mostly due to dif-
ferences in the adopted boundary conditions in the models,
and the latter is possibly due to differences in the adopted
Reimers mass loss efficiency (BaSTI, PARSEC, and MIST
adopt ηR = 0.4, 0.2, and 0.1, respectively, while Y2 does not
include mass loss).
Figure 17 presents a comparison between the MIST, PAR-
SEC, and Lyon models for a 0.3 M evolutionary track. As
noted above, the PARSEC models now adopt a modified T −τ
relation for low-mass stars, which likely explains the rela-
tively large difference between that model and the others. The
Lyon and MIST models largely agree, although several sharp
features are noticeable in the Lyon models during the PMS
phase that do not appear in the MIST models. The origin of
these small differences is unclear to us.
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Figure 18. The evolution of integrated colors of a simple stellar population
for MIST (black), PARSEC/COLIBRI (red), and BaSTI (blue) isochrones at
solar metallicity. The colors were computed with the Flexible Stellar Popula-
tion Synthesis code (FSPS, v2.6; Conroy et al. 2009; Conroy & Gunn 2010)
assuming a Kroupa (2001) IMF and AGB circumstellar dust turned off. Note
that we used the same bolometric corrections for all three cases so any varia-
tion in color is purely due to differences in the isochrones.
7.2. Simple Stellar Population Colors
In Figure 18 we show the evolution of integrated col-
ors of a simple stellar population for MIST (black), PAR-
SEC/COLIBRI (red; Bressan et al. 2012; Marigo et al. 2013;
Rosenfield et al. 2014), and BaSTI (blue; Pietrinferni et al.
2004) isochrones at solar metallicity. The colors are computed
by integrating along the isochrone at a given age with weights
provided by the Kroupa IMF (Kroupa 2001). They are cal-
culated using the Python bindings20 to the Flexible Stellar
Population Synthesis code (FSPS, v2.6; Conroy et al. 2009;
Conroy & Gunn 2010). We turn the AGB circumstellar dust
option off to enable a more direct comparison between the
three models. There are no predictions from the BaSTI mod-
els at log(Age) [yr] < 7.5 because they only go up to 10 M
in mass. Note that we used the same bolometric corrections
for all three cases so any variation in color is purely due to
differences in the isochrones.
Overall, the models are in good agreement with each other,
especially in B −V , though there are some noticeable differ-
ences between the models in other colors. At log(Age) [yr]&
9 in FUV −V , the MIST prediction turns over toward bluer
colors while the PARSEC/COLIBRI and BaSTI predictions
continue to get redder. This qualitative difference is due to
the inclusion of the post-AGB and WD phases in the MIST
models. In V −K and J −K, the large spikes at young ages
(log(Age) [yr]∼ 7) are due to the onset of the RSG phase from
massive stars. This feature appears at a slightly later time in
MIST compared to in PARSEC/COLIBRl, which points to
the differences in the lifetimes of massive stars in the two
databases. The inclusion of rotational mixing in the MIST
models may explain the longer MS lifetimes. Finally, signif-
icant differences between the three models occur at interme-
diate ages in redder colors, where TPAGB stars are expected
20 https://github.com/dfm/python-fsps
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Figure 19. A comparison of MIST and Geneva (Ekström et al. 2012) evolu-
tionary tracks with rotation in black and pink, respectively.
to contribute a significant fraction of the total luminosity. The
MIST color predictions fall between the BaSTI and PARSEC
predictions. We note that the full luminosity and tempera-
ture variations—the actual thermal pulses—are included in
the MIST isochrones.
7.3. The Effects of Rotation
We compare MIST and Geneva (Ekström et al. 2012) evo-
lutionary tracks for a wide range of masses in Figure 19.
The Geneva models, shown in pink, also include rotation
with v/vcrit = 0.4 and adopt a similarly low-metallicity solar
abundance scale—Z = 0.014 to be exact—with the elemen-
tal mixture from Asplund et al. (2005) combined with the Ne
abundance from Cunha et al. (2006). At fixed stellar mass,
the Geneva models are hotter and more luminous at TAMS,
which implies that rotational mixing is more efficient in their
models compared to that in the MIST models. As discussed
in Section 6.1, efficient rotational mixing gives rise to hotter
temperatures and higher luminosities due to larger core sizes
and increased µ in the envelope.
Some MIST models, such as the 120 M star in Figure 19,
lose their hydrogen-rich envelope very promptly as they reach
the so-called ΩΓ-limit (Maeder & Meynet 2000). As evident
from Equations 21 and 22, massive stars with Γ = L/LEdd→ 1
only require the smallest amount of rotation Ω to receive a
large boost in mass loss rates. As the star evolves, its sur-
face metallicity increases due to a combination of mixing pro-
cesses and mass loss, and as a result, its surface Rosseland
mean opacity increases. This in turn decreases LEdd, which
makes it easier for a star to experience a large rotational boost.
The star then may enter a positive feedback loop where mass
loss leads to even more efficient mass loss until it removes
all of its envelope and becomes a very compact star almost
completely devoid of angular momentum. At the moment, it
is not clear whether nature produces such stars, perhaps be-
cause of more complex behavior not included in the current
1D models.
Differences in the efficiency of rotational mixing between
the MIST and Geneva models is further explored in the left
panel of Figure 20, which shows the ratio of MS lifetimes for
rotating and non-rotating models as a function of initial mass.
This ratio is expected to be greater than unity since rotational
mixing channels additional fuel into the core. The solid black,
green, blue, and dashed pink lines correspond to the default
model at solar metallicity with v/vcrit = 0.4 and fµ = 0.05, so-
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Figure 20. The ratio of MS lifetimes for rotating and non-rotating models as a function of initial mass. Left: comparison at Z. The solid black, green, blue,
and dashed pink lines correspond to the default model with v/vcrit = 0.4 and fµ = 0.05, model with v/vcrit = 0.6, model with fµ = 0.01, and the Geneva model,
respectively. The default MIST model shows a modest ∼ 5% enhancement in the MS lifetime due to rotational mixing, whereas the Geneva model experiences
a ∼ 20% increase due to more efficient rotational mixing. Right: comparison among MIST models at [Z/H] = −1.0, 0.0, and +0.5 with default parameters
v/vcrit = 0.4 and fµ = 0.05. The efficiency of rotational mixing is larger in more metal-poor stars because line-driven mass loss—thus angular momentum loss
efficiency—is lower.
lar metallicity model with v/vcrit = 0.6 and fµ = 0.05, solar
metallicity model with v/vcrit = 0.4 and fµ = 0.01, and the
Geneva model, respectively. Recall that fµ is the parameter
that captures the sensitivity of rotational mixing to the mean
molecular weight gradient, such that a small fµ corresponds to
efficient mixing even in the presence of a stabilizing compo-
sition gradient.21 The default MIST model experiences only
a modest enhancement in the MS lifetime. In contrast, the
Geneva model experiences an overall ∼ 25% increase in the
MS lifetime for stars more massive than 2 M (Ekström et al.
2012; Georgy et al. 2013).
Although the MIST and Geneva models experience quanti-
tively different amounts of MS lifetime boost, this is not en-
tirely surprising given their different implementations of ro-
tational mixing. Moreover, massive star evolution, regardless
of the inclusion of rotation, is highly uncertain and very sensi-
tive to small changes in the input physics. At fixed v/vcrit, the
efficiency of rotational mixing depends sensitively on fµ. As
expected, MS lifetime boost in the MIST models is increased
for a higher rotational mixing efficiency via increased rota-
tion velocity or decreased fµ. The default values fc = 1/30
and fµ = 0.05 are adopted from Heger et al. (2000). This
combination, though not unique, is able to reproduce many
of the observational constraints such as the high-mass star ra-
tios (see Section 9.3) and observed surface nitrogen enrich-
ment (see Section 9.4). The fact that both MIST and Geneva
models broadly reproduce observational constraints in spite of
the different lifetime enhancements implies that current ob-
servations are not uniquely constraining. For reference, we
note that the MS lifetimes for the rotating models in Geneva
and MIST agree to within 10–15% at solar metallicity: for
low-mass stars (. 1.5 M), the MS lifetime is shorter in the
Geneva models, whereas for higher mass stars, the MIST
models have MS lifetimes that fall between those of non-
rotating and rotating Geneva models.
In the right panel, we compare the ratio of MS lifetimes
among MIST models with different metallicities. Since the
primary mass loss mechanism for massive stars is strongly
21 This is at a fixed value of fc, the ratio of the diffusion coefficient and
the turbulent viscosity. See Section 3 of Heger et al. (2000) for more details.
metallicity-dependent line-driven winds, rotational mixing
becomes more important at low metallicities due to the low-
ered efficiency of angular momentum loss, as expected.
8. COMPARISONS WITH DATA. I: LOW MASS STARS
8.1. Luminosity–Mass–Radius–Temperature Relations
Relations between mass, radius, luminosity, and tempera-
ture provide powerful and fundamental tests of stellar evolu-
tion models. In the past two decades, there have been enor-
mous improvements in measuring these quantities to high pre-
cision from a variety of techniques, including eclipsing bina-
ries and interferometry (see Torres et al. 2010 for a recent
review on this topic).
In Figure 21, we plot log(R), log(L), and log(Teff) as a func-
tion of stellar mass for the DEBCat22 sample, an online cata-
log of detached eclipsing binaries (DEBs) with well-measured
parameters compiled from the literature (Southworth 2015),
and a sample of DEBs selected from the literature that was ho-
mogeneously reanalyzed by Torres et al. (2010). Note that the
Torres et al. (2010) sample appears to show smaller scatter, es-
pecially around ∼ 1 M. We applied a log(g) cut—log(g) >
4.1 cm s−2 and 3.4 cm s−2 for Mi > 1.2 M and < 1.2 M,
respectively, as estimated from our model isochrones—to re-
move evolved stars from the sample of likely MS stars. Fur-
thermore, we removed from the final sample a few conspicu-
ous outliers identified as PMS or RGB stars in the literature.
The predicted ZAMS relations for solar metallicity are shown
as black solid lines in each of the panels. Since the ages of
the stars are unknown, we also show the full range of possi-
ble MS values as the gray shaded region. The vertical dashed,
dotted, and dotted–dashed lines demarcate the initial masses
for which tMS ∼ tHubble for [Z/H] = −1.0, 0.0, and +0.5. Be-
low these masses, we do not expect stars to have evolved off
the ZAMS relations. Overall, the observed points fall com-
fortably within the region bounded by the ZAMS and TAMS
relations. However, the observed stars start to deviate from
the predicted relations below Mi . 0.7 M. In the insets, we
zoom in on the low-mass range to show that the models sys-
tematically underpredict radii by ∼ 0.03 dex and overpredict
22 http://www.astro.keele.ac.uk/jkt/debcat/
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Figure 21. log(R), log(L), and log(Teff) as a function of stellar mass measured
for MS stars in detached eclipsing binaries (DEB). The Southworth (2015)
sample in blue comes from DEBCat, an online catalog of DEBs with well-
measured parameters gathered from the literature. The red points correspond
to a sample of DEBs selected from the literature that was homogeneously
reanalyzed by (Torres et al. 2010). Note that the Torres et al. (2010) sample
appears to show smaller scatter, especially around ∼ 1 M. The predicted
ZAMS relations for solar metallicity are shown as black solid lines in each
of the panels. Since the ages of the stars are unknown, we also show the full
range of possible MS values as the gray shaded region. The vertical dashed,
dotted, and dotted–dashed lines demarcate the initial masses for which tMS ∼
tHubble for [Z/H] = −1.0, 0.0, and +0.5, respectively. The insets highlight the
well-known discrepancy for the low-mass stars (< 0.7 M).
temperatures by∼ 0.05 dex, for a total deficit of∼ 0.2 dex for
the predicted luminosity.
There is a well-known discrepancy between observed and
predicted effective temperature, radius, and luminosity rela-
tions for stars with appreciable convective layers, most no-
tably M dwarfs (e.g., Casagrande et al. 2008; Torres et al.
2010; Kraus et al. 2011; Feiden & Chaboyer 2013; Spada
et al. 2013; Torres 2013; Chen et al. 2014). At fixed stellar
mass, models tend to predict stars that are 5–10% hotter and
10–20% smaller in radius compared to observations. This dis-
agreement is present in both field stars and DEBs, suggesting
that this is an effect intrinsic to dwarfs (Boyajian et al. 2012;
Spada et al. 2013). However, there are systematic errors of
a few percent expected from DEB light curve analysis due to
variations in the spot size and coverage (Morales et al. 2010).
A proposed explanation for this mismatch invokes magnetic
activity and rotation effects that are not currently modeled ac-
curately (Spruit & Weiss 1986; Morales et al. 2008, 2010; Ir-
win et al. 2011; Kraus et al. 2011; Feiden & Chaboyer 2012;
MacDonald & Mullan 2014; Jackson & Jeffries 2014). Large-
scale magnetic fields are thought to both inhibit the upwelling
of hot convective bubbles and generate more starspots on the
surface (e.g., Feiden & Chaboyer 2012). In order to conserve
flux, the stellar radius is inflated, causing a subsequent de-
crease in the surface temperature. Rotation may play a role
since it is believed to generate a dynamo and has been linked
to magnetic activity (see Section 3.6.5). Furthermore, the
choice of surface boundary conditions in stellar models has
a non-trivial effect on the mass–radius relation and the optical
color–magnitude diagrams (CMDs) at the lowest masses (e.g.,
Baraffe et al. 1995; Chabrier et al. 1996; Baraffe et al. 1997;
Spada et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2014). When it comes to mod-
eling cool dwarfs, it is especially important to use accurate
boundary conditions—such as those computed from atmo-
sphere models, e.g., PHOENIX (Hauschildt et al. 1999) and
ATLAS12/SYNTHE (Kurucz 1970, 1993)—in place of sim-
ple models that assume gray atmospheres (see Section 3.3).
8.2. Initial–Final Mass Relation
Low- and intermediate-mass stars shed a nontrivial fraction
of their mass via winds during the course of their lifetime,
eventually terminating their lives as WDs. Total mass loss
integrated over the lifetime directly connects the initial mass
to the remnant mass through the IFMS (e.g., Reimers 1975;
Weidemann 1977; Renzini & Fusi Pecci 1988; Weidemann
2000). It is an important diagnostic for the cumulative effect
of mass loss occurring at various stages of evolution. The ex-
pectation is that stars with higher initial masses produce more
massive WD remnants (e.g., Claver et al. 2001; Dobbie et al.
2004; Williams & Bolte 2007; Catalán et al. 2008b; Kalirai
et al. 2008; Williams et al. 2009; Zhao et al. 2012).
We compare the predicted IFMR to a sample of eight young
open clusters, three older open clusters with ages> 1 Gyr, and
Sirius B (see Ferrario et al. (2005) and Kalirai et al. (2008) for
references therein). It is useful to study clusters of a variety
of ages because it allows us to probe a large range of initial
masses. Observed initial and final masses for each WD in
a cluster are inferred using the following method (see e.g.,
Kalirai et al. 2008 for details). A combination of WD spec-
tral analysis and modeling yields both the WD mass (final
mass) and cooling age (age since the end of shell helium burn-
ing on the TPAGB). The WD progenitor age up to the end
of the TPAGB is simply the difference between the total age
of the system as estimated from the cluster turn-off and the
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Figure 22. The initial–final mass relation constructed using binned cluster
data and Sirius B from Ferrario et al. (2005) (see references therein) and
Kalirai et al. (2008). The predicted relations for [Z/H] = −0.5, 0.0, and +0.5
are shown in blue, gray, and red. These metallicities roughly bracket the
metallicity range of the systems in the sample.
WD cooling age from the previous step. Finally, stellar evo-
lution models provide the progenitor mass (initial mass) cor-
responding to the WD progenitor age. Note that initial and
final masses are not directly observed but instead are inferred
from modeling: the final mass comes from the spectral anal-
ysis while the initial mass depends on stellar evolution theory
and CMD analysis.
In Figure 22 we plot the predicted IFMRs for three val-
ues of [Z/H] that altogether encompass the metallicities of the
systems represented here. Individual measurements within a
single cluster have been binned to represent a weighted mean.
Overall, the models are in excellent agreement with the data,
though there are some notable outliers like NGC 6819 and
Sirius B. The low-mass plateau at Mi . 2 M (Mf ∼ 0.6 M)
is marginally consistent with the peak of the galactic disk WD
mass function near ∼ 0.6 M (Liebert et al. 2005; Kleinman
et al. 2013; Kepler et al. 2015), although a full model that
folds in the age and metallicity distributions as well as the
IMF weights will be required for a robust comparison against
the observed mass function (see also Catalán et al. 2008a).
Furthermore, the steep slope predicted around Mi ∼ 3 M
to 4 M (slope ∼ 0.16) is consistent with the empirical es-
timate from Cummings et al. (2015), who found a slope of
Mf = (0.163± 0.022)Mi + (0.238± 0.071) M from a com-
bined sample of newly identified WDs in NGC 2099 and the
WDs in the Hyades and Praesepe from Kalirai et al. (2014).
Interestingly, in agreement with Romero et al. (2015) but in
contrast with Marigo & Girardi (2007), our theoretical re-
lations show a clear systematic trend with metallicity above
3 M. As discussed in Marigo & Girardi (2007), the core
can grow/erode through shell-burning/third dredge-up (TDU)
during the TPAGB, while mass loss more or less determines
when the TPAGB phase terminates. Metallicity is predicted to
affect all these processes: at low metallicities, TDU and hot
bottom burning efficiencies, as well as the core mass at the
onset of the first thermal pulse, increase, but mass loss effi-
ciency is believed to decrease. The measurement of the IFMR
as a function of metallicity therefore has great potential for
constraining these uncertain evolutionary phases.
It is worth noting that calculations of Mi and Mf which rely
on, e.g., WD spectral analysis and isochrone fitting, and the
quality of the data vary between cluster to cluster. As noted in
Kalirai et al. (2008), the sample is likely affected by small sys-
tematic offsets and nonzero field contamination. In particular,
precision measurements of ages with the MSTO method in
young systems is particularly challenging due to the vertical
placement of the MSTO in an optical CMD (note the larger
error bars toward younger ages and higher Mi). Moreover,
the thickness of the hydrogen and helium layer assumed in
the WD spectral model can also have a non-negligible effect
on the inferred cooling age and thus the initial mass (Prada
Moroni & Straniero 2002; Catalán et al. 2008a). Catalán
et al. (2008a) found that reasonable variations in the envelope
thickness can lead to differences as large as 1 M for progen-
itors with Mi & 5 M but a more modest ∼ 0.1 M differ-
ence for the lower masses. Other model uncertainties include
the assumed core composition. A stringent test of the IFMR
should be entirely self-consistent; a single set of isochrones
should be used to estimate the “observed” masses Mi and Mf.
We conclude this section with a comparison between the
final mass and the core mass at the first thermal pulse in Fig-
ure 23. It is useful to consider the core mass before the star ex-
periences significant core growth from the subsequent thermal
pulses, because this comparison is devoid of large uncertain-
ties in mass loss, TDU, and hot bottom burning that strongly
influence the TPAGB phase (e.g., Wagenhuber & Groenewe-
gen 1998; Weidemann 2000). In the left panel, we show the
predicted IFMR from Figure 22 and the core mass at the be-
ginning of the TPAGB phase as a function of initial mass in
solid and dashed lines, respectively. The right panel shows
the fractional growth in core mass during the TPAGB phase
(Mf−M1stTP/Mf) as a function of initial mass. Overall, there is
considerable growth in core mass occurring during this phase,
with a broad peak over 2–3 M. The location of maximum
growth coincides with the peak in TPAGB lifetime as shown
in Figure 13. This result is in good agreement with what Bird
& Pinsonneault (2011) and Kalirai et al. (2014) found using
the Pietrinferni et al. (2004) and PARSEC/COLIBRI (Bressan
et al. 2012; Marigo et al. 2013) models, respectively.
8.3. Optical and NIR Color Magnitude Diagrams of Clusters
8.3.1. Star Clusters
In this section we present comparisons with observed
CMDs of star clusters. Models shown here include a redden-
ing correction according to the standard RV ≡ AV/E(B−V ) =
3.1 reddening law from Cardelli et al. (1989). The majority of
the systems presented here are metal-rich and we will provide
comparisons with metal-poor clusters with non-solar-scaled
abundance patterns in Paper II. The CMD comparisons here
are by-eye fits to check that the models yield a reasonable
agreement. We plan to perform more robust CMD fitting with
MATCH (Dolphin 2002) in future work.
M67 (NGC 2682), an intermediate-age (4 Gyr) solar metal-
licity open cluster at a distance of ∼ 800 pc, is a benchmark
system for stellar evolution models (Taylor 2007; Sarajedini
et al. 2009). In particular, its well-developed Henyey hook on
the MSTO is used to calibrate core convective overshoot in
low- and intermediate-mass stars (e.g., Michaud et al. 2004;
VandenBerg et al. 2006; Magic et al. 2010; Bressan et al.
2012).
Figure 24 shows optical and near-infrared (NIR) CMDs and
log(Age) [yr] = 9.58 (3.80 Gyr) isochrones with [Z/H] = 0.0,
AV = 0.2, and µ = 9.7, where µ is the distance modulus. The
Sandquist (2004) BV sample (blue points) was carefully se-
lected using proper motion, radial velocity, variability, and
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Figure 23. Left: a comparison highlighting the difference between the final mass (solid) from Figure 22 and the core mass at first thermal pulse (dashed) as
a function of initial mass for three metallicities. The latter is devoid of large uncertainties in mass loss, third dredge-up, and hot bottom burning that strongly
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Figure 24. CMDs for M67 from 2MASS and BVI photometry (Sandquist 2004; Sarajedini et al. 2009). The Sandquist (2004) BVI sample (blue points) was
carefully selected to exclude likely binaries, and the Sarajedini et al. (2009) sample (mauve points) reflects a membership probability cut of > 20%. MIST
isochrones with [Z/H] = 0.0, log(Age) [yr] = 9.58 (3.80 Gyr), AV = 0.2, and µ = 9.7 are shown in black.
CMD-location information to yield cluster members that are
most likely to be single stars. The Sarajedini et al. (2009)
2MASS sample (mauve points) reflects a membership proba-
bility cut of > 20%.
The MS, MSTO morphology, as well as the RC luminosity
are well-matched in all three colors. However, the isochrone
begins to peel away from the MS ridge line at fainter than
V ∼ 17 which corresponds to Mi ∼ 0.7 M. This is a well-
known issue: models that successfully reproduce the NIR col-
ors (e.g., Sarajedini et al. 2009) predict MS colors that are too
blue in the optical (e.g., An et al. 2009; Chen et al. 2014).
One of the goals of future work is to revisit and address this
problem.
Praesepe (M44; NGC 2632) is a young (∼ 757 Myr) and
moderately super-solar cluster at a distance of 180 pc, mak-
ing it one of the nearest open clusters to the Sun (Taylor 2006;
Gáspár et al. 2009; Carrera & Pancino 2011). A combination
of its rich cluster membership (N & 1000; Kraus & Hillen-
brand 2007), large proper motion, and proximity makes Prae-
sepe a favorable target for stellar population studies.
In Figure 25, we show 2MASS (mauve points) and UKIDSS
Galactic Clusters Survey photometry data (blue points) from
Wang et al. (2014) and Boudreault et al. (2012), respectively.
The Wang et al. (2014) sample consists of proper-motion-
selected cluster members that are likely to be single stars
and includes stars with masses as low as ∼ 0.15 M. The
Boudreault et al. (2012) sample was obtained using astromet-
ric and five-band photometric selection criteria and consists
mostly of low-mass stars with Mi . 0.8 M. We applied an
additional cut to remove objects that were flagged as variable
stars and/or had < 50% membership probability. We overplot
log(Age) [yr] = 8.8 (630 Myr) isochrones with [Z/H] = +0.15,
AV = 0.08, and µ = 6.26. Overall, the MIST isochrones pro-
vide good fits in all three colors.
Pleiades (M45) is a young (∼ 100 Myr) solar metallicity
open cluster at a distance of only 133 pc (Soderblom et al.
2005, 2009; Melis et al. 2014). Like Praesepe, its richness
(N ∼ 1400) and proximity make it a popular choice for test-
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Figure 25. CMDs for Praesepe from 2MASS (Wang et al. 2014) and UKIDSS Galactic Clusters Survey photometry (Boudreault et al. 2012). The Wang et al.
(2014) sample (mauve points) consists of proper-motion-selected cluster members that are likely to be single stars and the Boudreault et al. (2012) sample (blue
points) was identified with an astrometric and five-band photometric cut. MIST isochrones with [Z/H] = +0.15, log(Age) [yr] = 8.80 (630 Myr), AV = 0.08 and
µ = 6.26 are shown in black.
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Figure 26. CMDs for Pleiades from 2MASS and BVIC photometry Stauffer et al. (2007); Kamai et al. (2014). The mauve points represent the Stauffer et al.
(2007) compilation of 2MASS and BVIC photometry from the literature, the green points correspond to a sample of newly identified 2MASS candidates by Stauffer
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Figure 27. CMDs for NGC 6791 in B–V and V–I (mauve points; Brogaard et al. 2012) and in J–K (blue points; Carney et al. 2005). The Brogaard et al.
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ing stellar evolution models. In fact, the tension between ob-
served and predicted CMD locations of K and M dwarfs dates
back to Herbig (1962) who proposed non-coeval evolution,
i.e., age spread, as a solution to the discrepancy. Theoreti-
cal isochrones were systematically offset toward higher lumi-
nosities and cooler temperatures in B−V but predicted fainter
and hotter stars in redder colors such as V − I (Stauffer et al.
2003; Kamai et al. 2014). A more recent proposed expla-
nation attributes this discrepancy to magnetic activity (e.g.,
spots) and/or rotation (e.g., Stauffer et al. 2003).
In Figure 26, we show optical and NIR CMDs constructed
from the Stauffer et al. (2007) compilation of 2MASS and
BVIC photometry from the literature (mauve points), a sam-
ple of newly identified 2MASS candidates by Stauffer et al.
(2007) (green points), and the Kamai et al. (2014) sam-
ple of proper motion members from the Stauffer catalog
with updated BVIC photometry (blue points). We overplot
log(Age) [yr] = 8.0 (100 Myr) isochrones with [Z/H] = 0.0,
AV = 0.1, and µ = 5.62. Overall, the isochrones are well-
matched to the observed CMDs in all filters. However, as seen
in M67, the isochrones depart blueward from the MS ridge
line in V − IC and B−V at fainter than V ∼ 14, corresponding
to Mi ∼ 0.6 M.
NGC 6791 is one of the most well-known and well-studied
open clusters in the Milky Way. Its unusually old age (∼
8 Gyr) and high metallicity ([Fe/H] ∼ 0.3–0.5) combined
with its rich membership make it a unique system for study-
ing extreme stellar populations and their chemical evolution
(e.g., Bedin et al. 2005; Carney et al. 2005; Origlia et al. 2006;
Kalirai et al. 2007; Brogaard et al. 2012). NGC 6791 is par-
ticularly suitable for testing the present MIST models given
its solar-scaled [α/Fe] abundances.
In Figure 27, we show optical and NIR CMDs in B–V and
V–I (mauve points; Brogaard et al. 2012) and in J–K (blue
points; Carney et al. 2005). The Brogaard et al. (2012) sam-
ple consists of photometry from Stetson et al. (2003) that has
been empirically corrected for differential reddening effects.
We overplot log(Age) [yr] = 9.93 (8.5 Gyr) isochrones with
[Z/H] = +0.47, AV = 0.32 and µ = 13.1.
The agreement between data and MIST isochrones is gener-
ally good, in particular the MSTO and SGB morphologies and
the CHeB (red clump) luminosity in all three colors. How-
ever, we see the same issue in B−V and V − I as in Figures 24
and 26: MIST isochrones predict colors that are too blue for
stars fainter than V ∼ 21. We return to this point at the end of
this section.
Ruprecht 106 is a relatively low-mass (M∼ 104.8 M) glob-
ular cluster with a metallicity of [Fe/H]∼ −1.5 (Kaluzny et al.
1995; Brown et al. 1997; Francois et al. 1997; Dotter et al.
2011; Villanova et al. 2013). Its peculiar properties include
the lack of α-enhancement and the absence of abundance
spread in light elements, e.g., Na-O anti-correlation, both of
which are typical of globular clusters (Carretta et al. 2009).
The spread in abundances found in globular clusters has been
proposed to be a signature of self-enrichment through mul-
tiple generations of stellar populations (Kraft 1994; Gratton
et al. 2004; D’Antona & Caloi 2008; Piotto et al. 2012; Grat-
ton et al. 2012). Thus the modest mass of Ruprecht 106 com-
bined with its “stubby” HB morphology (consistent with the
lack of helium variation via self-pollution) suggest that it is
an archetypical single-population globular cluster (Caloi &
D’Antona 2011; Villanova et al. 2013). It is an excellent
choice for testing our low-metallicity models because we can
bypass the issue of α-enhancement. We plan to perform many
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F814 broadband filters Dotter et al. (2011). We overplot a [Z/H] = −1.50,
log(Age) [yr] = 10.08 (12.0 Gyr) isochrone with µ = 16.7 and AV = 0.55.
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Figure 29. LkCa 3, a quadruple system of PMS stars in the Taurus–Auriga
star-forming region (Torres et al. 2013) is compared to 1, 1.4, and 3 Myr
isochrones at solar metallicity.
more tests against a large sample of globular clusters with our
α-enhanced models in Paper II.
Figure 28 shows the optical CMD from the HST ACS ob-
servations in the F606W and F814 broadband filters (Dot-
ter et al. 2011). We plot a log(Age) [yr] = 10.08 (12.0 Gyr)
isochrone with µ = 16.7, AV = 0.55, and [Z/H] = −1.50 in
black. The lower MS, SGB, and RGB are very well-matched
though the model fails to accurately predict the extreme blue
extent of the HB.
We conclude this section by addressing a recurring is-
sue raised from the CMD comparisons. Our models pre-
dict V − I and B −V colors that are too blue for stars below
. 0.6–0.7 M. These discrepancies are due to missing and/or
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inaccurate atomic and molecular line opacity data used in our
bolometric corrections. Efforts are ongoing to address these
shortcomings.
8.3.2. The Quadruple System LkCa 3
LkCa 3, a quadruple system of PMS stars in the Taurus–
Auriga star-forming region (Torres et al. 2013), offers an ex-
cellent opportunity to test PMS evolution models. Operating
under the assumption that the system is coeval, we expect all
four objects to fall on a single-age isochrone. However, there
is evidence that early accretion episodes affect the location
and evolution of PMS stars on the HR diagram (e.g., Baraffe
et al. 2009; Hosokawa et al. 2011), possibly complicating the
comparison to PMS at these young ages. Torres et al. (2013)
concluded that the predicted CMD locations of the four com-
ponents in the Dartmouth models (Dotter et al. 2008) are bet-
ter matched than those from the Lyon models (Baraffe et al.
2003), though their recently updated models (Baraffe et al.
2015) show good agreement with the observations as well.
Their updates include a new solar abundance scale (a com-
bination of Asplund et al. 2009 and Caffau et al. 2011), im-
proved linelists, and recalibrated mixing length parameter for
the treatment of convection.
In Figure 29, we show the observed LkCa 3 stars from Tor-
res et al. (2013) with our 1, 1.4, and 3 Myr solar metallicity
isochrones in the V −H vs. MV plane. The observations as
reported by Torres et al. (2013) were already corrected for
interstellar extinction assuming AV = 0.31. The best-fitting
isochrone shown in solid black line indicates that the age of
the LkCa 3 system is ∼ 1.4 Myr, consistent with previous es-
timates.
8.4. The Age Discrepancy in Upper Scorpius
Upper Scorpius (Upper Sco) is one of three subgroups (Up-
per Centaurus Lupus and Lower Centaurus Crux) in Scorpius-
Centaurus (Sco-Cen), the nearest OB association from the
Sun with d ∼ 145 pc (de Zeeuw et al. 1999; Preibisch et al.
2002). The three subgroups altogether constitute a rich en-
vironment to study the formation and evolution of massive
stars, circumstellar disks, low-mass stars, and brown dwarfs
(e.g., Preibisch et al. 2002; Chen et al. 2011; Lodieu 2013).
There has been some recent tension in the literature over the
ages of these subgroups (Song et al. 2012). In particular, the
age of Upper Sco is quoted to be either ∼ 5 or ∼ 11 Myr
depending on the analysis method and the spectral types of
stars used to estimate the age (de Geus et al. 1989; Preibisch
et al. 2002; Lodieu et al. 2008; Slesnick et al. 2008; Pecaut
et al. 2012; Herczeg & Hillenbrand 2015). This discrepancy
poses a problem for other studies that rely on accurate age
measurements, e.g., inferred mass functions (Preibisch et al.
2002; Lafrenière et al. 2008; Lodieu 2013).
Pecaut et al. (2012) used isochrones to determine the age
of Upper Sco from a kinematic sample of PMS F-type stars.
The authors compared luminosities and temperatures derived
from Hipparcos and 2MASS photometry to four different sets
of models (D’Antona & Mazzitelli 1997; Siess et al. 2000;
Demarque et al. 2004; Dotter et al. 2008). They inferred an
age of ∼ 13 Myr—much older than the previous estimates of
∼ 5 Myr—regardless of the model used in the analysis. This
intriguing result prompted the authors to repeat their analysis
using a number of other datasets from the literature, namely
the MSTO B-type stars, M supergiant Antares (α Sco), MS
A-type stars, and PMS G-type stars. The resulting ages were
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Figure 30. HR diagram of Upper Sco stars from Preibisch & Zinnecker
(1999), Preibisch et al. (2002), and Pecaut et al. (2012), in blue, green, and
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and 20 Myr are shown in black. There is a well-known discrepancy in the
ages inferred from stars with spectral types earlier than G-type versus those
later than G-type (with the exception of Antares which has evolved off the
MS).
all consistently older than 5 Myr albeit with a large scatter,
and the authors concluded that Upper Sco has a median age
of 11±1±2 (statistical, systematic) Myr.
Figure 30 compares 2, 5, 10, and 20 Myr MIST isochrones
at solar metallicity with observations from Preibisch & Zin-
necker (1999), Preibisch et al. (2002), and Pecaut et al.
(2012), in blue, green, and red symbols, respectively. For
spectral types later than G (with the exception of Antares, a
RSG), the models yield an age of . 5 Myr which is consis-
tent with the earlier results (e.g., de Geus et al. 1989; Preibisch
et al. 2002). For the hotter stars, however, the best-fit model
has an older age of ∼ 10 Myr, consistent with the conclusion
from Pecaut et al. (2012).
Recent work by Kraus et al. (2015) on UScoCTIO 5, a low-
mass spectroscopic binary consisting of nearly identical stars
that was recently observed by Kepler as part of the K2 mission
(Howell et al. 2014), offered yet another perspective on this
issue. Thanks to direct mass and radius measurements, the
authors were able to avoid making a comparison in Teff and
therefore exclude potential problems with temperature scales
as the culprit of this discrepancy. They found that none of the
considered models—Lyon (Baraffe et al. 2015), Dartmouth
(Dotter et al. 2008), Pisa (Tognelli et al. 2011), Siess (Siess
et al. 2000), and PARSEC (Chen et al. 2014)—predicted an
age around ∼ 11 Myr given the system’s stellar properties.23
A simple exercise where they horizontally shifted the evolu-
tionary tracks in the logL–logTeff plane to bring the predicted
Teff into agreement with the observations yielded an age of
∼ 11 Myr, consistent with the age derived from hotter stars.
As a result, the authors concluded that the low age predicted
from low-mass stars is likely problematic and recommended
23 The Lyon, Dartmouth, Pisa, and Siess models underpredict the radius,
which is a well-known problem (see Section 8.1). On the other hand, the
PARSEC model overpredicts the radius, which Kraus et al. (2015) attributes
to a likely overcorrection in their new boundary conditions.
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∼ 11 Myr instead of ∼ 5 Myr as the probable correct age for
Upper Sco. This again emphasizes the imperative need for
more robust and detailed modeling of the PMS and low MS
stars, which we plan to explore in future work.
8.5. Asymptotic Giant Branch Stars
Low- and intermediate-mass stars (1 M .Mi . 8 M, de-
pending on metallicity) ascend the Hayashi track for the sec-
ond time and enter the AGB phase after they exhaust their cen-
tral helium supply. During the first part of the AGB phase (the
Early AGB; EAGB), the star contains at its center a degen-
erate carbon and oxygen core surrounded by helium-burning
and hydrogen-burning shells. As the star ascends the AGB,
the helium-burning shell moves outward until it reaches the
hydrogen-rich zone and shuts off. Meanwhile, a thin helium-
rich shell starts to grow in mass due to the helium ash raining
down from the hydrogen-burning shell, which now dominates
the total energy output of the star. The TPAGB phase begins
when the helium shell reaches a critical mass and ignites in
a thermonuclear runaway as a consequence of thin shell in-
stability (Schwarzschild & Härm 1965). The resulting expan-
sion of the overlying material quenches the hydrogen-burning
shell while the helium-burning shell settles into a period of
quiescent burning. Next, the outer envelope begins to con-
tract, causing the bottom of the hydrogen-rich shell to heat
up and ignite. The helium-burning shell moves outward in
mass until it eventually becomes extinguished. The entire cy-
cle repeats as a series of thermal pulses until the star sheds
its envelope and becomes a post-AGB star (observationally,
a planetary nebula). The entire TPAGB phase lasts approxi-
mately 105–106 years depending on mass and metallicity (see
Figure 12), and the majority of that time is spent in the quies-
cent “interpulse” state.
The AGB phase plays a significant role in the chemical evo-
lution of galaxies due to its rich nucleosynthetic processes
coupled with its high typical mass loss rate, which can be
as large as ∼ 10−3 M year−1 during the “superwind” phase
(Willson 2000; Herwig 2005). In particular, mixing through
repeated dredge-up episodes can enrich the surfaces of AGB
stars with heavy elements formed from the slow neutron cap-
ture process (s-process). In massive (Mi & 4− 8 M) super-
AGB stars, products of hot bottom burning through the CNO,
NeNa, and MgAl cycles are transported up to the surfaces as
well. Super-AGB stars are interesting in their own right be-
cause they occupy the blurry mass boundary within which
ONe and ONeMg WDs can form as a consequence of ad-
vanced burning in the core (e.g., Doherty et al. 2015). From
a stellar population synthesis perspective, the combination of
high luminosities and relatively long lifetimes of AGB stars
implies that stars in the AGB phase contribute a large fraction
to the integrated light in intermediate-age (a few Gyr) galax-
ies (Frogel et al. 1990; Maraston 2005; Henriques et al. 2011;
Melbourne et al. 2012; Conroy 2013; Noël et al. 2013).
Given its importance, it is therefore disconcerting that the
AGB phase is still one of the most poorly understood stel-
lar evolutionary stages. This is because a number of very
uncertain and complex physical processes such as mixing
and mass loss operate simultaneously and contribute signif-
icantly to the evolution (see Lattanzio 2007 for an excellent
short overview of these issues). As succinctly summarized
in Cassisi & Salaris (2013), “AGB stars are fascinating ob-
jects, where a complicated interplay between physical and
chemical processes takes place; an occurrence that still makes
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Figure 31. Cumulative luminosity functions of AGB and C stars in the SMC.
The observed LFs in black lines are constructed from the SAGE-SMC survey
photometric catalogs (private communication, M. Boyer; see also Gordon
et al. 2011; Boyer et al. 2011 for more details) and the gray bands reflect
Poisson uncertainties. The predicted LFs are computed by convolving the
isochrones with star formation and metallicity histories from Harris & Zarit-
sky (2004) to create composite CMDs in different filters. The stars are then
selected using two methods: “CMD cut” uses the same CMD-based criteria
that were applied to the SAGE observed sample and “phase cut” selects all
stars that are phase-tagged as “TPAGB” stars in the isochrones. The differ-
ences between the two methods emphasize the need for a careful analysis
when comparing populations in the CMD.
computing reliable stellar models for this evolutionary phase
a challenge.” Nevertheless, there has been steady progress
toward improving our understanding of AGB stars by cali-
brating the models against optical and NIR photometry and
spectroscopy of the AGB population in nearby galaxies, in-
cluding the Magnellanic Clouds, dwarf spheroidals, and spi-
rals (e.g., Marigo & Girardi 2001, 2007; Girardi & Marigo
2007; Girardi et al. 2010; Boyer et al. 2011; Rosenfield et al.
2014). Since the duration of this phase strongly influences the
time evolution of the rest-frame optical and NIR integrated
light in intermediate-age stellar populations, it is important to
carefully calibrate the models against observations in the lo-
cal Universe so that integrated light from unresolved systems,
e.g., high redshift galaxies, can be accurately interpreted.
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Figure 32. The same as Figure 31, now for the LMC. The data come from
the SAGE-LMC survey (private communication, M. Boyer; see also Meixner
et al. 2006 for more details) and the star formation and metallicity histories
are from Harris & Zaritsky (2009).
8.5.1. AGB Luminosity Functions
We calibrate the AGB phase in our models via Carbon star
(C star) and total AGB luminosity functions (LFs) in the Mag-
ellanic Clouds. C stars, the most evolved subset of AGB
stars, are formed when the atmosphere becomes carbon-rich
(C/O> 1) as a consequence of recurrent TDU episodes (Iben
1983). The observed C star LF is a popular diagnostic used to
calibrate the TDU efficiency (Groenewegen & de Jong 1993;
Marigo et al. 1999; Marigo & Girardi 2007). The faint cutoff
contains information about the minimum initial mass that ex-
periences TDU, the maximum near Mbol ∼ −5.0 is sensitive to
the efficiency of mass loss as well as TDU, and the bright end
reflects the decreasing numbers both due to mass loss lead-
ing to the termination of the TPAGB phase and hot bottom
burning that converts carbon to nitrogen in intermediate-mass
AGB stars (Cassisi & Salaris 2013).
The observed LFs are constructed using photometric cat-
alogs of cool, evolved stars in the Magellanic Clouds from
the Surveying the Agents of Galaxy Evolution (SAGE)-SMC
and LMC surveys (private communication, M. Boyer; see also
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Figure 33. The same as Figure 31, but now comparing MIST predictions to
the PARSEC/COLIBRI (Bressan et al. 2012; Marigo et al. 2013; Rosenfield
et al. 2014) and BaSTI (Pietrinferni et al. 2004) predictions in J and [3.6].
The predicted composite CMDs used to generate the LFs displayed here were
selected with a CMD cut.
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Figure 34. The same as Figure 33, now for the LMC.
Meixner et al. 2006; Gordon et al. 2011; Boyer et al. 2011
for more details). The very wide baseline in wavelength—
optical UBVI from the Magellanic Clouds Photometric Sur-
vey (MCPS; Zaritsky et al. 2002) all the way out to 160 µm
from Spitzer/MIPS—allows for accurate photometric classifi-
cation of AGB subtypes and identification of contaminants
such as unresolved background galaxies, compact H II re-
gions, and young stellar objects. From the entire catalog, we
select only those located within the MCPS footprint to ensure
consistency with the model prediction which folds in star for-
mation histories derived from the MCPS observations. Next,
we select AGB (x-, O-, C-, aO-AGB according to the scheme
introduced in Boyer et al. 2011) and C stars (x-, C-AGB) to
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construct cumulative LFs.
To create the predicted LFs, we utilize the Flexible Stellar
Population Synthesis code (FSPS, v2.6; Conroy et al. 2009;
Conroy & Gunn 2010). We first convolve the isochrones with
star formation and metallicity histories (SMC; Harris & Zarit-
sky 2004, LMC; Harris & Zaritsky 2009) to generate com-
posite CMDs in various filters, including the effects of cir-
cumstellar dust around AGB stars that can strongly influence
the flux at longer wavelengths (Villaume et al. 2015). Next,
we select the AGB and C stars using the same CMD cuts that
were applied to the SAGE observed sample and construct the
LFs assuming a Kroupa IMF. As a consistency check, we en-
sured that the convolution of the adopted star formation his-
tories with the integrated luminosities and stellar masses re-
produces the observed integrated light in the NIR and total
stellar mass quoted in Harris & Zaritsky (2004) and Harris &
Zaritsky (2009) to within a factor of two.
In Figures 31 and 32, we plot the observed cumulative AGB
and C star LFs in four different bands for the SMC and LMC,
respectively, in thick black lines and the associated Poisson
uncertainties in gray bands. We overplot in red the MIST pre-
diction assuming the same CMD cuts as applied to the data.
Overall, the MIST models do a reasonably good job, but the
models slightly overpredict and underpredict the numbers for
the SMC and LMC, respectively. Originally, our goal was to
use these LF comparisons as a means of calibrating various
input parameters, e,g., mass loss and TDU efficiencies, that
influence AGB star lifetimes, luminosities, and the formation
of C-stars. Along the way, we encountered several factors
that have rendered this task more challenging than initially
expected.
First, there are uncertainties in the adopted star formation
and metallicity histories from Harris & Zaritsky (2004) and
Harris & Zaritsky (2009). These were derived using a dif-
ferent set of isochrones (Padova; Girardi et al. 2002, to be
exact) compared to the MIST isochrones used for the AGB
LF predictions. There is thus a fundamental inconsistency
that can be addressed by reconstructing the LMC and SMC
SFHs with MIST isochrones. Moreover, the recovered star
formation histories are sensitive to the adopted dust attenua-
tion model and to crowding, which affect the completeness in
high density areas like 30 Doradus. Also important is the re-
covered metallicity history, which is far more imprecise than
the star formation history itself, since the predicted AGB col-
ors and evolution are extremely metallicity sensitive.
Second, since predicted AGB and C stars are selected using
the observed CMD cuts, a small mismatch in the locations
of the isochrones, especially in color, may strongly influence
the comparison with the data, e.g., separation of C-stars from
O-stars (C/O < 1). Undertaking the comparison in multi-
ple bands makes this a particularly demanding task because
obtaining good agreement across all wavelengths leaves little
room for error in each component: star formation and metal-
licity histories, stellar evolutionary models, bolometric cor-
rections, and AGB circumstellar dust models. A perhaps more
straightforward test is to compare the predicted and observed
CMDs directly, though the same uncertainties will make this
a challenging task as well.
Finally, although Boyer et al. (2011) took great care to en-
sure a high-fidelity sample, there is most likely a nonzero
amount of contamination in the final sample of AGB stars by
e.g., RSGs. By adopting the observed CMD cuts as the selec-
tion criteria, we can, to some degree, account for the possi-
bility of contamination from RSGs in the AGB sample and O
stars in the C star sample.
To illustrate the challenges of comparing samples based on
CMD cuts, we have also computed LFs by identifying AGB
and C stars directly in the isochrone according to their evo-
lutionary stages. It is trivial to tag the phase of every star
in the predicted CMD because we have all of the necessary
evolutionary information, e.g., stellar mass and surface C/O
abundance. The MIST model predictions are shown in blue
in Figures 31 and 32. There are a few interesting and re-
vealing differences. Interestingly, objects at the bright end
of the J- and Ks-band LFs are absent in the phase-selected
MIST models, which suggests that RSG contamination may
be important for the bright end of the AGB LFs. The C star
LFs show a more dramatic difference. Possible reasons for
the discrepancy include inaccurate modeling of surface abun-
dance enrichment through TDU and winds, the current lack of
C/O-variable molecular opacities in the envelope in the mod-
els, as well as any deficiencies in the AGB circumstellar dust
models. The implementation of low temperature molecular
opacities in MESA, which have been shown to play an impor-
tant role in AGB evolution (Marigo 2002; Marigo et al. 2003),
is a high priority for the MIST project.
We conclude this section by comparing the predicted LFs
from the MIST isochrones to those from other widely used
isochrones. In Figures 33 and 34, we plot MIST, PAR-
SEC/COLIBRI (Bressan et al. 2012; Marigo et al. 2013;
Rosenfield et al. 2014), and BaSTI (Pietrinferni et al. 2004)
predictions in red, dark blue, and green, respectively, for J
and [3.6]. The LFs were computed with stars selected from
CMD cuts. The M˙ required for the computation of AGB cir-
cumstellar dust effects came directly from the isochrone files
for MIST and PARSEC/COLIBRI, while for BaSTI M˙ was
computed using the Vassiliadis & Wood (1993) AGB mass
loss prescription. We emphasize that all the rest of the input
ingredients for constructing the LFs, including the bolomet-
ric corrections in FSPS, are identical for the three isochrones
showcased here in order to isolate the effects of varying the
isochrones alone. Overall, the models are in broad agreement
with each other and the observations.
9. COMPARISONS WITH DATA. II: HIGH MASS STARS
9.1. Width of the MS
In Section 8.3.1 we used the MSTO morphology of M67
to calibrate the efficiency of core overshoot. Another popular
calibration option is to match the observed width of the MS
(e.g., Ekström et al. 2012). We check to see if the MSTO-
calibrated overshoot efficiency predicts MS width that is con-
sistent with the observed MS width reported by Castro et al.
(2014). Following Langer & Kudritzki (2014), the authors
performed their analysis on a so-called “spectroscopic HR di-
agram.” It differs from an ordinary HR diagram in that it still
has log(Teff) on the x-axis but a new quantity L ≡ T 4eff/g on
the y-axis. The main advantage of a spectroscopic HR dia-
gram is that all of the relevant quantities can be obtained from
spectroscopic analysis without having to worry about ambi-
guities in distance or extinction.
In Figure 35, we plot three lines demarcating the MS region
(ZAMS, TAMS, UPPER) from Castro et al. (2014), which
are empirical fits to the probability density distribution con-
structed from a sample of more than 600 stars. The top portion
of the TAMS line is missing because there is no clean break
from the MS to cooler temperatures in the observed distribu-
tion of stars for logL /L & 4. This continuous distribu-
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Figure 35. Spectroscopic HR diagram, with logTeff on the x-axis and the
quantity L ≡ T 4eff/g on the y-axis. Black dashed lines correspond to empir-
ical fits to the probability density distribution constructed from a sample of
more than 600 stars (Castro et al. 2014). The red and blue tracks show the MS
in the solar metallicity MIST evolutionary tracks with and without rotation,
respectively.
tion could be explained by the inflation of stars approaching
the Eddington limit or the presence of helium burning stars.
Castro et al. (2014) compared evolutionary tracks from Ek-
ström et al. (2012) and Brott et al. (2011a) both with and
without rotation and found that the ZAMS loci are generally
well-reproduced by all models except at the highest masses.
However, these massive objects could be missing from the
observed sample simply due to their rarity or obscuration by
their birth clouds. The authors concluded that no model can
reproduce the broad MS width at high L and suggested that
core overshoot efficiency may be mass-dependent.
We overplot a series of solar-metallicity MIST evolution-
ary tracks with masses ranging from 10 to 80 M with (solid
red) and without (solid blue) rotation in Figure 35. The MIST
models also correctly predict the ZAMS line but fail to repro-
duce the broad MS width at the highest masses. These models
suggest that rotation alone cannot explain the full extent of the
MS width. A mass-dependent core overshoot efficiency is a
topic we plan to explore in future work.
9.2. Locations of Red Supergiants on the HR Diagram
When a high-mass star runs out of hydrogen in its core, it
may migrate toward the Hayashi track and become a RSG.
For a long time, the observed RSGs were found to be too lu-
minous and cool compared to the predicted RSGs (Massey &
Olsen 2003), which was problematic as the region redward of
the theoretical Hayashi track represents a “forbidden zone.”
At fixed metallicity, each point along the Hayashi line corre-
sponds to the coolest possible model in hydrostatic equilib-
rium.
Levesque et al. (2005) resolved this problem for Galac-
tic stars, demonstrating that the new effective temperature
scale computed from improved MARCS atmospheric mod-
els yielded much better agreement between the Geneva evo-
lutionary tracks and the observed HR diagram locations.
Shortly after, Levesque et al. (2006) utilized these new mod-
els to analyze a sample of RSGs in the Magellanic Clouds and
confirmed previous results from Elias et al. (1985) that these
RSGs belong to earlier spectral subtypes compared to their
galactic counterparts. This is also consistent with the theo-
retical expectation that the Hayashi line should shift toward
warmer temperatures at lower metallicities. Levesque et al.
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Figure 36. A comparison between the MIST evolutionary tracks with rota-
tion and observed RSGs (Levesque et al. 2005, 2006; Massey et al. 2009).
The masses of the tracks displayed are 10, 16, 20, 26, and 30 M. The ob-
served Lbol is calculated from K-band photometry. Top left: M31 ([Z/H] =
+0.3 in black; [Z/H] = 0.0 in gray). Top right: Milky Way ([Z/H] = 0.0).
Bottom left: LMC ([Z/H] = −0.5). Bottom right: SMC ([Z/H] = −0.75).
(2006) also found that RSGs in the SMC span a wide range of
Teff for a given Mbol, possibly due to the increased importance
of rotational mixing at lower metallicities (see Section 7.3 for
more details).
In Figure 36, we compare the MIST evolutionary tracks in
black and the sample of observed RSGs from Massey et al.
(2009). Only for the top left panel (M31), we show additional
tracks at [Z/H] = 0.0 in gray since the metallicity of M31
is still under debate (Venn et al. 2000; Trundle et al. 2002;
Sanders et al. 2012; Zurita & Bresolin 2012). The observed
Lbol shown here is derived from MK rather than MV since the
former is less sensitive to extinction. The typical measure-
ment uncertainty in Teff ranges from ∼ 100 K for the warmest
stars to ∼ 20 K for the coolest stars, and the uncertainty in
log(L) is negligible (∼ 0.05 dex). We expect the high density
of observed stars to coincide with the location of the Hayashi
line (Drout et al. 2012). For the LMC and the SMC, Teff and
maximum luminosity are both reproduced by the models. For
M31 and the MW, the predicted slopes of the RGB tracks are
too shallow compared to the observations, but it is still en-
couraging that no observed RSGs fall in the forbidden zone.
We plan to investigate this further in the future.
9.3. Relative Lifetimes
One of the most popular tests of massive star models is to
compare the observed and predicted ratios of stars belonging
to different evolutionary stages as a function of metallicity.
The ratio of the IMF-weighted sums of phase A and B life-
times serves as a proxy for the observed number ratio of stars
in phases A and B, Nobs, A/Nobs, B:∫
tA(M) φ(M) dM∫
tB(M) φ(M) dM
=
Nobs, A
Nobs, B
, (24)
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Figure 37. Left: the predicted WC to WN ratio as a function of metallicity. The red circles are observations from Neugent & Massey (2011) and Neugent et al.
(2012), and the blue diamond point is the observed ratio from Georgy et al. (2012), estimated in the 3 kpc radius volume around the solar neighborhood. Middle:
the same as the left panel except now showing the WR to O ratio. The red triangles are observed number ratios from Table 6 in Maeder & Meynet (1994) and the
blue diamond point is the observed ratio from Georgy et al. (2012), estimated in the 2.5 kpc radius volume around the solar neighborhood. Right: the same as the
left panel except now showing the BSG to RSG ratio. The gray points are observed ratios from young star clusters in the Milky Way and the Magellanic Clouds
(Eggenberger et al. 2002). The blue hexagons and triangles are observed ratios computed with and without K-type stars in the RSG category (Massey 2002). The
red squares are observed ratios computed from spectroscopically confirmed RSG stars (Massey & Olsen 2003).
where t is the phase lifetime and φ is the IMF weight. This
implicitly assumes that the star formation history is constant
over the range of ages considered, which is likely a reason-
able approximation for massive stars with Mi & 10 M and
MS lifetimes . 20 Myr (but see also e.g., Dohm-Palmer &
Skillman 2002 where the authors examined the ratio of blue
to red supergiants as a function of age in Sextans A).
Here we present three such tests: the ratio of WR subtypes
WC to WN, the ratio of WR to O-type stars, and the ratio of
blue supergiants (BSGs) to RSGs. We convert metallicities
reported in the literature—log(O/H) + 12, Z, and [Fe/H]—
to a common scale in [Z/H] to enable comparison with the
models. There is an estimated ∼ 0.1 dex uncertainty in our
converted [Z/H] values since there are spatial metallicity gra-
dients within the galaxies and variations in the solar abun-
dances adopted by different groups. Note that these models
do not include the effects of binary evolution (see Eldridge
et al. 2008).
9.3.1. WC/WN
A WR star is an evolved massive star with little to no
hydrogen in its outer layers. It is formed once the star
sheds its hydrogen-rich envelope through mass loss, reveal-
ing hydrogen-burning products such as helium and nitrogen
(WN subtype) and helium-burning products such as carbon
and oxygen (WC subtype). Since the predominant mass loss
mechanism in hot massive stars is likely radiative momentum
transfer onto metal ions in the atmosphere, mass loss is pre-
dicted to increase with metallicity (Vink & de Koter 2005).
As a result, the ratio of WC to WN subtypes is expected to in-
crease with increasing metallicity of the environment (Maeder
& Conti 1994), which makes this ratio a useful calibrator for
metallicity-dependent mass loss in massive star evolutionary
models.
There has been a long-standing mismatch between the pre-
dicted and observed WC/WN ratios, especially at high metal-
licities (Meynet & Maeder 2005; Neugent & Massey 2011;
Neugent et al. 2012). However, it was unclear whether this
disagreement was due to poor models or completeness issues
with observations. On the observations front, Neugent et al.
(2012) completely revised the WN/WC ratio in M31 by dis-
covering more than 100 new WR stars with an estimated com-
pleteness fraction of ∼ 0.95. A comparison between the ob-
served WC/WN ratios in M31, M33, SMC, and LMC and the
ratios predicted by non-rotating and rotating Geneva models
(Meynet & Maeder 2005; Ekström et al. 2012) revealed only
a marginal improvement from the new rotating models. Fur-
thermore, they concluded that additional models at different
metallicities (full grids of models were only available for two
metallicities at that time) were required for a more informa-
tive comparison.
We identify WR stars in our models following the classifi-
cation scheme introduced in Georgy et al. (2012). We group
the WNL and WNE stars (late- and early-subtypes of WN)
as part of the WN stars, exclude the ambiguous WNC stars
(WN to WC transition), and include the WO subtype with the
WC stars. We emphasize that this theoretical classification
scheme—based on the average surface abundances—is tech-
nically not equivalent to the classification scheme used by ob-
servers who rely on the spectroscopic detection of emission
lines (see e.g., van der Hucht 2001).
First we compute the phase lifetimes for each evolutionary
track. For each phase, we sum up the lifetimes for all stel-
lar masses with weights provided by the IMF (Kroupa 2001).
The total lifetime for a given phase is a theoretical proxy for
the observed number of stars in that phase, which means that
we can now take the ratio of WC to WN lifetimes and directly
compare to the observations.
In the left panel of Figure 37, we plot the predicted WC to
WN ratio as a function of metallicity in a solid black line. The
red circles are observations from Neugent & Massey (2011)
and Neugent et al. (2012), and the blue diamond point is the
observed ratio computed by Georgy et al. (2012), estimated
in the 3 kpc radius volume around the solar neighborhood
(see their Section 4.4 for references therein). Although the
MIST model is currently unable to reproduce the observed
trend with metallicity, the predicted ratios are in agreement
with the observed values to within a factor of 2 to 3. We plan
to improve this further in future work.
9.3.2. WR/O
The predicted ratio of WR to O-type stars is computed from
the models using the method outlined in the previous section
and compared to observations. Here, the WR population is
the sum of all WR subtypes. O-type MS stars are identified
according to the Georgy et al. (2012) classification scheme.
In the middle panel of Figure 37, we show the predicted
WR to O ratio as a function of metallicity in a solid black
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line. The red triangles are observed number ratios from Table
6 in Maeder & Meynet (1994)24 and the blue diamond point
is the observed ratio computed by Georgy et al. (2012), esti-
mated in the 2.5 kpc radius volume around the solar neighbor-
hood. Again, the model prediction is in qualitative agreement
with the observations; WR stars become more abundant in
higher metallicity environments. This is to be expected be-
cause efficient mass loss at high metallicities readily removes
the hydrogen-rich outer layers and promotes the formation of
WR stars.
9.3.3. BSG/RSG
The number ratio of blue to red supergiants (BSG/RSG)
has long been known to decrease with increasing galacto-
centric radius in the Milky Way, the Magellanic Clouds, and
M33 (e.g., Walker 1964; Hartwick 1970; Cowley et al. 1979;
Humphreys 1979; Meylan & Maeder 1982). This was ex-
plained by invoking radial metallicity gradients in the disks
(van den Bergh 1968). The BSG/RSG ratio is an excellent
diagnostic tool because whether a star becomes a RSG or a
BSG hinges very sensitively on, for example, the details of
semiconvection and convective overshoot (e.g, Langer 1991).
Most stellar evolution models have struggled to reproduce
this radial/metallicity trend (see Langer & Maeder 1995, for
an in-depth discussion of this topic). However, Maeder &
Meynet (2001) found that the inclusion of rotation in their
models produced more RSGs at low metallicities, which
dramatically lowered the predicted BSG/RSG ratio in the
SMC and brought the model prediction into better agreement
with the observations. Eldridge et al. (2008) computed their
model predictions with and without the effects of binarity
and concluded that their single-star model underpredicted the
BSG/RSG ratio. A mixed population model with a two-thirds
binary fraction was required to reproduce the observations.
In the right panel of Figure 37, we plot the observed
BSG/RSG ratios in the Magellanic Clouds from Massey
(2002) and Massey & Olsen (2003). The two Massey
(2002) symbols correspond to ratios computed including
(blue hexagon) and excluding (blue triangle) K-type stars
in the RSG category from their UBVR-photometry-selected
sample. Their sample was limited to Mbol < −7.5 (roughly
log(L/L) > 4.9) in order to minimize contamination by the
AGB stars and improve completeness. There was an esti-
mated ∼ 10% contamination by foreground red dwarfs in
their photometric sample, but this was dramatically improved
in Massey & Olsen (2003) with spectroscopic radial veloc-
ity measurements. The updated ratios from spectroscopically
confirmed RSG stars (Massey & Olsen 2003) are shown as
red squares.
We also show the observed BSG/RSG ratios computed
from spectroscopically identified candidates in a sample of 45
young (6.8 < log(Age) [yr] < 7.5) clusters in the Milky Way
and the Magellanic Clouds (gray; Eggenberger et al. 2002).
The authors computed the observed BSG/RSG ratios at differ-
ent metallicities by binning the stars according to their galac-
tocentric distances and assuming a radial metallicity gradient
to assign metallicities to each radius bin. Their results showed
increasing BSG/RSG ratio with increasing metallicity.
We overplot our prediction as a solid black line. RSGs
and BSGs were identified using the selection criteria from El-
dridge et al. (2008), which are consistent with observational
cuts made by Massey (2002) and Massey & Olsen (2003).
24 There are no uncertainties reported by the authors.
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Figure 38. Surface nitrogen enrichment midway through the MS (Xc ∼ 0.5;
red) and at TAMS (blue) as a function of initial mass. The red and blue
shaded boxes correspond to the average nitrogen excess observed for galactic
MS B-type stars with Mi < 20 M and the maximum observed excess (Gies
& Lambert 1992; Kilian 1992; Morel et al. 2008; Hunter et al. 2009). Without
rotation, the predicted nitrogen enrichment during the MS at these masses is
zero. This figure is adapted from Figure 11 of Ekström et al. (2012).
The model predictions are bracketed by the two Massey
(2002) points and marginally consistent with Massey & Olsen
(2003). We do not reproduce the positive trend reported by
Eggenberger et al. (2002), but Eldridge et al. (2008) raised the
concern that clusters in the Eggenberger et al. (2002) sample
generally have an age spread similar to the age of the clus-
ter itself. Additional data over a wider range of environments
would be valuable in assessing the quality of the massive star
models.
9.4. The Effects of Rotation on Surface Abundances
Rotation has been proposed as a viable mechanism for en-
riching the surfaces of stars (Heger et al. 2000; Meynet &
Maeder 2000; see also Sections 3.6.4 and 3.7.3) by inducing
extra mixing and enhancing mass loss.25 Models with rotation
generally predict a surface enrichment of helium and nitrogen
along with a concomitant depletion of carbon and oxygen dur-
ing the MS as the products of the CNO cycle get dredged up
to the surface through rotational mixing (Maeder & Meynet
2000; Yoon & Langer 2005). For this reason, observed sur-
face abundances have been used to calibrate the efficiency of
rotational mixing in the models ( fµ and fc; Pinsonneault et al.
1989; Heger et al. 2000; Brott et al. 2011a).
Following Ekström et al. (2012), we check that our rotat-
ing models are able to match the range of observed surface
nitrogen enrichment in galactic O- and B-type stars. Fig-
ure 38 shows the predicted surface nitrogen enrichment mid-
way through the MS (Xc ∼ 0.5; red) and at TAMS (blue) as
a function of initial mass. Models with and without rotation
are plotted in solid and dashed lines, respectively. The red
shaded box corresponds to the mean surface nitrogen excess
observed in a sample of galactic MS B-type stars with masses
below 20 M and the blue shaded box on top corresponds
to the maximum observed excess. These observed numbers
come from Table 2 of Maeder & Meynet (2012), which is
25 While gravitational settling works against these processes, it is a slow
process with a negligible effect in the presence of rapid rotation.
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Figure 39. Left: evolutionary tracks in the log(g) − log(Teff) plane for 7, 16, and 40 M stars at solar metallicity. Solid and dotted lines are models with and
without rotation and open and filled symbols correspond to O- and B-type galactic dwarfs and supergiants, respectively. This figure is adapted from Figure 12 of
Ekström et al. (2012). Right: surface nitrogen abundance evolution for the same three models.
a compilation of data from Gies & Lambert (1992), Kilian
(1992), Morel et al. (2008), and Hunter et al. (2009). Over-
all, our models are in excellent agreement with the observed
range of nitrogen enrichment on the surfaces of B-type MS
stars, and in marginal agreement with the maximum observed
excess. They are also broadly in agreement with the predic-
tions from the Geneva models (see Figure 11 of Ekström
et al. 2012), though there is a noticeable difference for stars
below ∼ 2 M. This is due to the inclusion of magnetic brak-
ing effects in the Geneva models; stars with masses below
∼ 1.7 M experience extra surface nitrogen enrichment due
to enhanced mixing induced by large shear in the outer lay-
ers, though the authors caution that this effect may be overes-
timated in their current implementation. In the MIST models,
we turn off rotation for stars with Mi < 1.2 M and gradually
increase the rotation rate from vZAMS/vcrit = 0.0 to 0.4 over
the mass range Mi = 1.2 to 1.8 M. As discussed in Sec-
tion 3.5, the purpose of this ramping scheme is to compen-
sate for the absence of magnetic braking in MESA which is
important for low-mass stars with appreciable convective en-
velopes. At low masses where the MS lifetimes are long and
rotational mixing is inefficient or non-existent, the predicted
surface nitrogen abundances actually decrease during the MS
due to diffusion. At higher masses without the inclusion of
rotation, the predicted nitrogen enrichment during the MS is
zero. Additional nitrogen enhancement measurements in stars
with Mi < 10 M would provide a valuable constraint on the
models.
In the left panel of Figure 39, we show 7, 16, and 40 M
solar metallicity evolutionary tracks with (solid) and with-
out (dashed) rotation in the log(g)– log(Teff) plane. In the
right panel, we show the evolution of surface nitrogen abun-
dance for the same three models. The symbols correspond
to O- and B-type galactic dwarfs and supergiants (Takeda &
Takada-Hidai 2000; Villamariz et al. 2002; Villamariz & Her-
rero 2005; Crowther et al. 2006; Morel et al. 2008; Searle
et al. 2008; Przybilla et al. 2010). To limit the comparison to
O- and B-type stars, we exclude the A-, F-, and Cepheid stars
from the Takeda & Takada-Hidai (2000) sample. We adopt
the symbol and color scheme from Figure 12 of Ekström et al.
(2012) to aid comparison with their figure. As in Ekström
et al. (2012), we do not compare surface rotation velocities
because only vsin i is known for most observed stars. The
left panel suggests that the observed stars have initial masses
ranging roughly between 7 and 40 M and that the observed
log(g) values for the dwarfs (open symbols) are in good agree-
ment with the MS location. The right panel demonstrates
that models can broadly reproduce the range of observed sur-
face nitrogen abundances. A fair number of observed points
fall below the initial N/H ratio in the models, which Ekström
et al. (2012) suggest is due to abundance variations in the birth
cloud.
We also note that for some samples consisting exclusively
of slow rotators (e.g., the Morel et al. (2008) sample of B
stars whose vsin i values range from 10 to 60 km s−1), our de-
fault rotating models may be inappropriate for a direct com-
parison. The observed rotational distribution function is quite
broad (Huang et al. 2010) and also the observed stars were
most likely born with a range of initial metallicities, which
would increase scatter in the observed nitrogen abundances.
Moreover, there are physical mechanisms that have not been
taken into account in our models, such as mass loss and gain
from binary mass transfer (see e.g., Eldridge et al. 2008; de
Mink et al. 2009, 2013), and typical measurement uncertain-
ties are quite large: 1000 K for Teff, 0.1–0.2 dex for log(g),
and 0.2 dex for the N/H ratio. This is meant to be a coarse-
grained comparison to assess whether or not the models can
reasonably reproduce the range of observed surface nitrogen
abundances. Finally, we note that this is still a controversial
topic: there are known slow/fast-rotators with/without sur-
face nitrogen enrichment, and some authors even find that
de-projected velocities show no statistically significant cor-
relation with surface nitrogen abundances (e.g, Hunter et al.
2008; Brott et al. 2011b; Rivero González et al. 2012; Bouret
et al. 2013; Aerts et al. 2014). We defer a more detailed com-
parison and discussion of these issues to future work.
10. CAVEATS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we presented an overview of the MIST mod-
els, including a comprehensive discussion of the input physics
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and comparisons with existing databases and observational
constraints. We conclude with a discussion of some of the
caveats and plans for future work.
Perhaps the most significant shortcoming common to all
stellar evolutionary tracks and isochrones of this generation
is that they are computed within a 1D framework despite the
inherently 3D nature of stellar astrophysical phenomena, e.g.,
mass-loss, convective mixing, rotation, and magnetic fields.
There has been recent progress in 2D and 3D simulations of
stellar interiors and atmospheres, but they are limited to small
spatial scales and physical time durations of order only ∼ 10
hours (e.g., Woodward et al. 2015). Although full 3D simula-
tions of stellar evolution are much too far beyond grasp today,
we are nevertheless taking small steps forward. For example,
it is becoming increasingly common to map 3D simulation re-
sults to a 1D formulation in order to incorporate the valuable
insight we are gaining from these sophisticated simulations
into standard 1D stellar evolution models (see e.g., Brown
et al. 2013; Trampedach et al. 2014; Arnett et al. 2015; Magic
et al. 2015). This is an active area of development in MESA.
Another major caveat is that binary interaction is not taken
into account in these models. Multiplicity is extremely com-
mon among O- and B-type stars; binary mass exchange is be-
lieved to occur for & 70% of O-type stars and about a third
of those stars will ultimately form a binary merger product
(e.g., Chini et al. 2012; Sana et al. 2012, 2013; de Mink et al.
2014). These numbers have serious implications for the evo-
lution of massive stars and their explosive final fates, includ-
ing the expected frequency of different types of core-collapse
supernovae (see the review by Smartt 2009). Since bina-
rity dramatically expands the size of the parameter space to
be explored (e.g., mass ratio, eccentricity, and separation), it
is currently computationally infeasible to construct a multi-
dimensional grid of binary models from full stellar evolution
calculations. In order to make this a tractable problem, the
standard approach has been to either couple detailed stellar
evolution codes such as MESA to binary population synthe-
sis codes (e.g., Eldridge et al. 2008) or to make use of fitting
formulae to approximate models of single stars (e.g., Hurley
et al. 2002; Izzard et al. 2006). Although binarity is not in-
cluded in the current models, some of its evolutionary conse-
quences must be at least partially mimicked through the ef-
fects of rotation and ordinary single-star mass loss, given that
the models are in broad agreement with a number of obser-
vations. Moreover, it is possible to couple MIST to available
binary synthesis codes to investigate and model binary effects
in detail in the future.
In Paper II, we will present models with non-solar-scaled
abundance patterns for the same large range of masses, ages,
metallicities, and evolutionary phases, and make extensive
comparisons with the observed properties of globular clus-
ters. Most of our intended future directions are also areas
of known limitations. Nevertheless, other future projects we
hope to pursue include: investigating the effects of varying
αMLT across the HR diagram and as a function of metallic-
ity (e.g., Trampedach et al. 2014; Magic et al. 2015), explor-
ing the effects of magnetic fields in low-mass and PMS stars,
improving the WD cooling models for joint fitting of entire
CMDs of star clusters, implementing low temperature C/O-
variable molecular opacities for modeling the envelopes in
AGB stars, performing more precise calibration of the AGB
phase by jointly modeling the SFHs of the Magellanic Clouds
and their AGB LFs, and developing non-standard and innova-
tive isochrone construction methods.
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APPENDIX
FEATURES IN THE EVOLUTIONARY TRACKS AND ISOCHRONES
Here we identify and discuss some of the interesting and unusual features in the evolutionary tracks and isochrones. Figure A1
shows five such examples. For each row, the left panel shows the evolutionary track in its entirety, and the gray box marks the
zoomed-in region shown in the middle panel. The right panel shows a series of relevant physical quantities plotted as a function
of time.
The first row displays an example of “born-again” evolution during the post-AGB phase (e.g., Schoenberner 1979; Iben 1982;
Iben et al. 1983). Following the end of the TPAGB phase, the star enters the post-AGB phase and rapidly evolves toward hotter
temperatures. During this short-lived phase (∼ 103–104 years), the luminosity remains roughly constant, powered primarily by
hydrogen shell-burning with some contribution from gravitational contraction. In the most uneventful scenario (e.g., the 1 M
model in the left panel, second row), the surface hydrogen envelope mass eventually falls below the critical value and hydrogen
burning shuts off as a result. Having lost its nuclear energy source, the star then begins to cool and fade away as a WD. In
contrast, more interesting things can happen if the star leaves the TPAGB in the middle of its last TP cycle, in which case it
may subsequently undergo a late TP either as a post-AGB star (Late Thermal Pulse; LTP) or as a WD (Very Late Thermal Pulse;
VLTP) (Kawaler et al. 1996). In either case, the star loops back around toward cooler temperatures as it puffs up from the sudden
injection of energy into the envelope. The middle panel zooms in on the VLPT, where the beginning and the end of this episode
are marked by the red circle and diamond, respectively. As the right panel shows, the sudden ignition of hydrogen is what triggers
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Figure A1. An illustration of interesting and unusual features in the evolutionary tracks. For each row, the left panel shows the evolutionary track in its entirety,
and the gray box marks the zoomed-in region shown in the middle panel. The right panel shows the relevant physical quantities as a function of time. First
row: “born-again” evolution during the post-AGB phase. Second row: helium flashes following helium ignition at the tip of the RGB. Third row: TPAGB phase
and post-AGB bump. Fourth row: a shift in Teff due to the initialization of rotation near ZAMS. Fifth row: 3He-driven instability near the transition from fully
convective to radiative core during the MS.
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the VLTP in the star just as it enters the WD cooling phase. The stellar bolometric luminosity and hydrogen burning luminosity
are shown in blue and orange.
The second row illustrates a series of helium flashes in the degenerate core of a low-mass star as it settles into quiescent helium
burning. As the star climbs up the RGB, the inert helium core becomes denser and more degenerate as it undergoes gravitational
contraction, continuously growing in mass as the hydrogen-burning shell above rains down freshly fused helium. For sufficiently
large central densities, neutrino cooling becomes significant and the peak in temperature actually shifts away from the center. As
a result, helium ignition occurs off-center at the RGBTip (Thomas 1967).26 The initial helium flash is followed by a series of
weaker helium flashes that move radially inward until helium burning reaches the center. This lifts the degeneracy of the core and
the star commences quiescent helium burning. The oscillatory features in the middle panel correspond to these successive helium
flashes. The right panel shows the helium burning luminosity, stellar bolometric luminosity, and temperature in orange, blue, and
red, respectively. The sharp decline in stellar luminosity in concomitance with a sharp peak in helium burning luminosity marks
the location of the RGBTip. The degeneracy parameter η = F/kBT in the center (shown in green, rescaled for display purposes)
plummets to ∼ 0 once the helium flash reaches the innermost core.
The third row shows the TPAGB phase followed by a bump in the post-AGB track of a 2.6 M star. The TPAGB phase is
famous both for its namesake thermal pulses triggered by alternating hydrogen and helium burning in shells (see Section 8.5 for a
more detailed explanation) and high mass loss rates (see Herwig 2005 for an excellent review). The TPAGB phase is terminated
once the star sheds almost all of its outer hydrogen-rich envelope to reveal the hot CO core, which launches the star leftward in
the HR diagram. In the right panel, the alternating hydrogen and helium burning luminosities for the last∼two TPs are plotted in
blue dashed and red dotted–dashed lines. The envelope mass shown in orange decreases rapidly until it reaches 0, marking the end
of the TPAGB phase. Since the mass of the envelope is dramatically reduced but the stellar luminosity remains more or less the
same, the Eddington ratio L/LEdd goes up and the stellar surface becomes unstable. The star glitches over a very short timescale
(< 1 yr) as it attempts to achieve hydrostatic equilibrium, which shows up as a sharp bump at around log(Teff) ∼ 4.2 K in the
middle panel. We note that this feature only appears sometimes (generally for > 2.5 M at solar metallicity). Since it is unclear
whether or not this behavior is real or a numerical artifact, and it has zero bearing on the evolution of the star due to its extremely
short-lived nature, we post-process this feature out of the final evolutionary tracks in order to facilitate the construction of smooth
isochrones. Specifically, we trim out any points with |d(logL)/dt|< 0.1 during the post-AGB phase only. The resulting track is
shown in black in the left and middle panels.
The fourth row illustrates the effect of turning on rotation at ZAMS. Once the star reaches ZAMS (defined to be Lnuc/L≥ 0.9 in
MESA) solid-body rotation is established over 10 time steps. In the absence of efficient rotational mixing, rotation simply makes
stars cooler (see Section 6.1). The middle panel shows that the rotating (black) and non-rotating (gray) tracks overlap up until
ZAMS marked by an orange circle. Once rotation is established, the two curves diverge as the rotating model settles to a lower
Teff. This jump in temperature is extremely short-lived and is purely a feature of our implementation of rotation; a real star is born
from a birth cloud with nonzero initial angular momentum. A more realistic model of the PMS phase that includes the effects
of rotation will be explored in the future. In the right panel, we plot v/vcrit, central hydrogen abundance, and logL as a function
of time. The small increase in velocity immediately following velocity initialization is due to the star experiencing additional
contraction before it begins to steadily burn hydrogen. During the MS, v/vcrit decreases as the stellar radius and luminosity
gradually increase.
The fifth and final row demonstrates the presence of a 3He-driven instability in a 0.34 M star. This stellar mass repre-
sents the transition from stars that are fully convective (lower mass) on the MS to those with radiative cores and convective
envelopes (higher mass). This instability was first reported by van Saders & Pinsonneault (2012) who found that these low-mass
stars develop small convective cores—normally characteristic of CNO burning in more massive stars (& 1.1 M)—due to non-
equilibrium 3He abundances at these low central temperatures. The net production of 3He in the center leads to the development
of a small convective core, which steadily grows in extent and eventually makes contact with the bottom of the deep convective
envelope. As a result of vigorous convective mixing, the local 3He enhancement in the center is erased as the central 3He abun-
dance dilutes back to the bulk abundance and the cycle resets. This event occurs as the star leaves the Hayashi track, as can be
seen in the left and middle panels. As the right panel shows, a sudden drop in central 3He abundance (orange) caused by the
convective core coming into contact with the envelope coincides with a shrinking of the convective core (blue) and a drop in the
stellar radius (red) and luminosity (not shown for display purposes).
THE EFFECTS OF VARYING TIME STEP AND MESH CONTROLS IN MESA EVOLUTION CALCULATIONS
Here we examine the temporal and spatial convergence in our MESA stellar evolution calculations following the method-
ology in Paxton et al. (2011). In MESA, the sizes of time steps and grid cells are controlled by varcontrol_target and
mesh_delta_coeff, respectively, but there is additional flexibility to adjust the resolution specifically for certain zones or
evolutionary phases. varcontrol_target is the target value for relative changes in the stellar structure variables, e.g., ρ(m),
between two consecutive time steps and mesh_delta_coeff is the analogous parameter for differences between adjacent grid
cells.
Adopting the notations introduced in Paxton et al. (2011), we vary temporal and spatial resolution in lockstep according to C,
a numerical factor by which we multiply the default values for varcontrol_target and mesh_delta_coeff simultaneously.
A small C demands small time steps and fine grid cells which increase the numerical accuracy but at the expense of longer
computation times. It is thus advantageous to search for the largest C we can afford to use without sacrificing the quality of the
models.
26 Schwarzschild & Härm (1962) actually computed the evolution through
helium flash prior to this but they did not account for neutrino cooling, so their models ignited helium in the center.
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Here we consider five values of C: 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2, and 4.27 Note that C = 1 corresponds to the models computed in this paper.
For each value ofC, we compute evolutionary tracks for four masses—1, 5, 20, and 100 M—that are representative of the range
of stellar types in the MIST models. Each Mi and C combination is computed until the end of hydrogen and helium burning in
the core. Convergence of a given model is quantified using the ξ parameter, which is the difference between a variable at a given
resolution and at the highest resolution in the study (C = 1/4 in this case). For 100 M, however, the highest resolution isC = 1/2
because the C = 1/4 models did not finish running in a reasonable amount of time. Table B1 summarizes the results.
For the low-mass stars, whose early evolution is relatively simple, the result at our default resolution C = 1 differs at most by a
few percent compared to the model calculations at four times the resolution. We were also able to successfully run C = 1/8 and
1/16 models for 1 and 5 M models to TAMS. Even compared to model calculations at 16 times the resolution, our defaultC = 1
model is converged to within a few percent. As an additional test, we ran C = 2 and C = 4 models through to the WDCS to check
if the final mass of the WD depends sensitively on the resolution; for example, improperly resolved convective boundaries may
influence the growth of the core during the TPAGB phase. We find that decreasing the resolution changes the final mass of the
WD by less than a percent, which is highly encouraging.
The behavior is less clear at higher masses (20 and 100 M), but this is not unexpected since massive star evolution is much
more complex and sensitive to the choice of input physics. Although the answer can change as much as ∼ 12% between our
default resolution and C = 1/2, this is not a huge effect given the uncertainties in the evolution calculations of massive stars. We
regard agreement at the∼ 10% level as satisfactory because at this level of precision nearly every other detail of the input physics
matters, from MLT implementation to mass loss and rotation.
27 We initially considered additional smaller values of C but many models failed to complete successfully within a reasonable amount of time.
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Table B1 Convergence test results.
1 M
C: end of H burn 4 2 1 1/2 1/4 C: end of He burn 4 2 1 1/2 1/4
Ncells 347 486 821 1593 3174 Ncells 586 1139 2208 3931 6931
Ntimesteps 335 500 818 1432 2726 Ntimesteps 9607 12185 17826 32928 66044
M/M 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 M/M 0.95 0.951 0.951 0.951 0.951
ξ (×10−3) 0.006 0.009 0.004 0.001 0.0 ξ (×10−3) -0.615 -0.148 0.063 0.046 0.0
log(L/L) 0.261 0.256 0.256 0.256 0.256 log(L/L) 2.031 2.024 2.008 2.001 2.001
ξ (×10−3) 10.64 1.151 0.586 1.054 0.0 ξ (×10−3) 70.953 53.714 14.967 -0.799 0.0
log(Teff) [K] 3.764 3.766 3.767 3.767 3.767 log(Teff [K]) 3.63 3.634 3.636 3.637 3.637
ξ (×10−3) -5.652 -1.65 -0.493 -0.159 0.0 ξ (×10−3) -14.812 -6.501 -1.779 -0.06 0.0
log(t) 9.94 9.939 9.941 9.942 9.943 log(t) 10.056 10.057 10.059 10.06 10.06
ξ (×10−3) -5.617 -8.577 -3.747 -0.836 0.0 ξ (×10−3) -10.478 -7.686 -3.576 -1.376 0.0
log(Tc) [K] 7.295 7.294 7.294 7.294 7.294 log(Tc) [K] 8.282 8.28 8.275 8.273 8.273
ξ (×10−3) 1.165 -0.103 0.037 0.202 0.0 ξ (×10−3) 20.975 16.362 4.178 0.649 0.0
log(ρc) [g cm−3] 2.805 2.788 2.786 2.786 2.784 log(ρc) [g cm−3] 4.754 4.742 4.733 4.727 4.726
ξ (×10−3) 48.7 10.331 4.975 4.094 0.0 ξ (×10−3) 66.899 37.961 15.172 2.266 0.0
5 M
C: end of H burn 4 2 1 1/2 1/4 C: end of He burn 4 2 1 1/2 1/4
Ncells 345 547 1015 2003 3992 Ncells 603 1248 2148 4582 7283
Ntimesteps 383 584 1019 1919 3699 Ntimesteps 644 1117 2123 4262 8454
M/M 4.997 4.997 4.997 4.997 4.997 M/M 4.984 4.985 4.985 4.985 4.986
ξ (×10−3) -0.057 -0.051 -0.02 -0.019 0.0 ξ (×10−3) -0.355 -0.124 -0.033 -0.07 0.0
log(L/L) 3.168 3.154 3.139 3.137 3.136 log(L/L) 3.294 3.23 3.173 3.175 3.17
ξ (×10−3) 74.552 40.912 5.28 0.766 0.0 ξ (×10−3) 330.852 147.317 7.776 12.006 0.0
log(Teff) [K] 4.159 4.16 4.16 4.16 4.164 log(Teff [K]) 3.614 3.624 3.63 3.63 3.631
ξ (×10−3) -12.433 -10.03 -7.975 -8.023 0.0 ξ (×10−3) -37.609 -15.963 -1.504 -1.559 0.0
log(t) 8.025 8.021 8.01 8.009 8.008 log(t) 8.077 8.076 8.071 8.072 8.071
ξ (×10−3) 40.171 29.525 5.393 2.926 0.0 ξ (×10−3) 13.82 12.067 -0.536 2.725 0.0
log(Tc) [K] 7.663 7.658 7.657 7.657 7.657 log(Tc) [K] 8.379 8.371 8.368 8.371 8.369
ξ (×10−3) 13.611 2.911 0.973 0.874 0.0 ξ (×10−3) 21.884 3.362 -2.952 4.452 0.0
log(ρc) [g cm−3] 2.001 2.001 2.006 2.007 2.007 log(ρc) [g cm−3] 4.243 4.245 4.246 4.247 4.243
ξ (×10−3) -13.275 -14.014 -0.887 0.314 0.0 ξ (×10−3) 2.19 6.022 7.495 9.271 0.0
20 M
C: end of H burn 4 2 1 1/2 1/4 C: end of He burn 4 2 1 1/2 1/4
Ncells 1467 2683 5024 9912 17655 Ncells 2325 4598 9133 18303 36666
Ntimesteps 1803 2493 4460 8438 16409 Ntimesteps 2951 3635 6218 11591 22501
M/M 19.279 19.202 19.184 19.188 19.212 M/M 12.156 12.783 13.115 14.655 14.856
ξ (×10−3) 3.456 -0.532 -1.475 -1.287 0.0 ξ (×10−3) -181.746 -139.532 -117.17 -13.479 0.0
log(L/L) 5.083 5.03 5.02 5.017 5.015 log(L/L) 5.174 5.131 5.121 5.101 5.099
ξ (×10−3) 169.241 35.182 11.427 5.929 0.0 ξ (×10−3) 190.493 77.659 53.169 4.741 0.0
log(Teff) [K] 4.468 4.442 4.437 4.434 4.435 log(Teff [K]) 3.568 3.535 3.532 3.537 3.537
ξ (×10−3) 78.496 17.202 4.979 -1.602 0.0 ξ (×10−3) 74.031 -4.799 -10.998 -0.389 0.0
log(t) 6.998 6.961 6.953 6.949 6.947 log(t) 7.034 7.002 6.995 6.993 6.991
ξ (×10−3) 123.993 31.461 12.596 5.123 0.0 ξ (×10−3) 103.348 25.481 9.44 4.182 0.0
log(Tc) [K] 7.819 7.815 7.815 7.815 7.814 log(Tc) [K] 8.511 8.505 8.504 8.503 8.503
ξ (×10−3) 10.992 2.764 1.188 0.834 0.0 ξ (×10−3) 17.555 5.504 2.622 0.795 0.0
log(ρc) [g cm−3] 1.375 1.393 1.396 1.397 1.397 log(ρc) [g cm−3] 3.525 3.545 3.548 3.55 3.551
ξ (×10−3) -48.836 -10.201 -2.678 -0.329 0.0 ξ (×10−3) -58.531 -13.623 -6.043 -1.536 0.0
100 M
C: end of H burn 4 2 1 1/2 1/4 C: end of He burn 4 2 1 1/2 1/4
Ncells 1468 2727 5448 10818 - Ncells 1569 3152 6486 12465 -
Ntimesteps 275 323 323 328 - Ntimesteps 696 572 559 584 -
M/M 65.916 25.712 24.583 23.752 - M/M 33.813 11.914 11.664 11.454 -
ξ (×10−3) 1775.107 82.495 34.981 0.0 - ξ (×10−3) 1952.055 40.126 18.353 0.0 -
log(L/L) 6.274 5.805 5.774 5.749 - log(L/L) 6.162 5.504 5.489 5.475 -
ξ (×10−3) 2352.624 139.574 58.767 0.0 - ξ (×10−3) 3867.197 67.71 31.926 0.0 -
log(Teff) [K] 4.603 4.882 4.877 4.874 - log(Teff [K]) 5.228 5.2 5.199 5.198 -
ξ (×10−3) -463.387 18.996 8.502 0.0 - ξ (×10−3) 71.311 4.274 3.703 0.0 -
log(t) 6.476 6.546 6.553 6.56 - log(t) 6.52 6.595 6.601 6.608 -
ξ (×10−3) -174.392 -29.716 -15.581 0.0 - ξ (×10−3) -183.629 -28.855 -14.912 0.0 -
log(Tc) [K] 7.894 7.87 7.868 7.867 - log(Tc) [K] 8.56 8.529 8.53 8.528 -
ξ (×10−3) 65.67 8.314 3.609 0.0 - ξ (×10−3) 78.495 3.91 4.801 0.0 -
log(ρc) [g cm−3] 1.03 1.208 1.216 1.223 - log(ρc) [g cm−3] 3.151 3.383 3.392 3.392 -
ξ (×10−3) -359.052 -35.601 -15.776 0.0 - ξ (×10−3) -426.172 -19.84 -0.399 0.0 -
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